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ABSTRACf
In an attempt to build better products faster, companies have employed
simultaneous engineering, which requires the aggressive overlapping of product
development tasks. In doing so, the complexity of product development projects has
been dramatically increased, along with the risks of failure. Since product development
projects represent a stream of information that results in new or revised products. nlore
efficient methods to enhance this complex flow of information will improve the
development process.
This thesis explores the transfer of information within product development teams
with the ultimate goal of improving the process of product introduction. Many barriers to
communication exist within the development process, whether organizational, structural,
or cultural. This work serves as a paradigm for predicting and recording actual flows of
information in product development with a view toward removing those barriers.
In order to map critical information flows, we applied analytical tools under
development at MIT to a product development project at AMP, Inc., which serves as a
case study for this thesis. The design structure matrix (DSM) was applied in order to
predict critical information flows. Actual communication was then documented as the
project progressed. A Graphic Network Interpreter (AGNI) facilitated our analysis by
revealing relevant patterns of communication. Finally, we developed frameworks for
comparing predicted and actual flows of information.
We can draw conclusions from the comparison of actual and predicted patterns,
frequency, and directionality of information flow. The DSM predicted nearly one-half of
all communication taking place, and nearly all high frequency communication. Of the
unpredicted communication, twenty-three percent consists of engineering communication
that should have been included in the DSM model. The remaining seventy-seven percent
is unpredicted informal communication, and communication by managers that is
important but does not require representation in the DSM. We also found that two-way
information flow occurs in most communication instances, even if one-way is predicted.
Preliminary results suggest that geographical barriers in product development are
overcome when necessary, and in some cases communication is more frequent than
predicted.
Thesis Supervisor:
Title:
Steven D. Eppinger
Associate Professor of Management
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PREFACE
This thesis has been written with several types of readers in mind.
Researchers extending this methodology to other projects should refer to
Methodology within section II, as well as all of sections III, IV, and V.
Recommendations for future initiatives are outlined in section VI. Appendices Band C
include the questionnaire and pamphlet used in data collection. Appendix D presents
actual communication data taken from team members as the project progressed.
Those interested in the application of the DSM should review DSM Data
Collection within section IV. DSM analysis is found in section IV as well, while results
and recommendations for applications to smaller development projects is in section V.
Suggested improvements for the DSM and future initiatives are outlined in section VI.
The application of AGNI to conduct network analysis is treated in sections IV and
V. Improvements for AGNI are presented in Conclusions, section VI.
Those interested in product development, including the company sponsor, should
refer to the project overview in section II and specific recommendations in Appendix A.
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I INTRODUCTION
In the 1990s and beyond, manufacturing high-quality, reliable products will
represent the status quo for companies that wish to compete. To be successful,
companies must anticipate and fulfill customer needs and deliver products to market
quicker than their competition; in a fast-paced global economy, only the companies that
do this efficiently and consistently will survive.1
Over the past decade, markets have become more fragmented, reacting to
sophisticated and demanding consumers who expect easy access to low cost products that
provide solutions to specific requirements.2 At the same time, the process of bringing
products to market has grown more complex, since multinational product developnlent
often means designing products in one locality, manufacturing in another, and selling in
yet another. It is no longer possible or desirable to design and manufacture products in
the same building, or even on the same continent, since leveraging company assets across
the globe is important for companies serving diverse markets.3 The complexity of this
task has also increased with the quickening pace of technological innovation and intensity
of international competition.
In an attempt to build better products faster, companies often employ
simultaneous engineering,4 which requires the aggressive overlapping of product
development tasks.5 In doing so, the complexity of product development projects is
dramatically increased. Since product development projects represent a complex network
1
2
3
4
5
S. Wheelwright, and K. C1ar~ Revolutionizing Product Development, Quantum Leaps in Speed.
Efficiency, and Quality, (The Free Press, 1992).
J. Pine, Mass Customization, The New Frontier in Business Competition, (Cambridge: Harvard
Business School Press, 1993).
"Motorola, Inc.: Bandit Pager Project," Harvard Business School Case 9-690-043, Rev. 6/28/91.
Simultaneous or concurrent engineering is a systematic approach to the integrated and parallel
development of products and support processes in order to increase customer satisfaction.
D. Clausing, "Concurrent Engineering," paper presented at the winter Annual meeting of ASME, San
Francisco, 1989.
V. Krishnan, S. Eppinger and D. Whitney, "Overlapping Product Development Activities by Modeling
Information Exchange," forthcoming Sloan School of Management Working Paper, MIT, 1993
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of information, enhancing the flow of information can result in an improved product
introduction process.
While it is desirable to utilize simultaneous or concurrent engineering to speed
quality products to market, the resulting complexity in communicating and managing
these tasks can cause unwanted setbacks in the product development process. Teanls of
five to ten people do not experience significant difficulty in managing new product
introductions, since the tasks can be easily coordinated between individuals and
difficulties can be resolved quickly. Large product development projects often consist of
cross functional teams divided into several subgroups,6 often distributed over
geographical regions and spanning organizational boundaries. They are likely to
experience greater difficulties in producing even mildly complex products, since
coordination of tasks is often complicated, and what is thought to be the most efficient
course of action is not easily known.
In an effort to build better products faster, how can we manage simultaneous
engineering projects more effectively? While diverse approaches address this problem,
this work focuses specifically on improving the stream of information flow within a
product development project. Any product development project requires that individuals
give and receive information to and from others within and outside the project teanl. As
the project progresses, the intensity and direction of the information flow changes.
Simultaneous engineering requires increased coordination between diverse people, yet as
development progresses, information requirements change. Those that are effective in
simultaneous engineering, such as some Japanese companies, rely on intensive
communication between upstream and downstream team members.7
6
7
J. Dean and G. Susman, "Organizing for Manufacturable Design," Harvard Business Review.
January- February 1989.
K. Clark and T. Fujimoto, Product Development Performance: Strategy. Organization, and
Management in the World Auto Industry, (Boston: Harvard Business School Press, 1991).
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While researchers have verified the importance of communication in product
development, it is neither practical nor beneficial to increase communication
everywhere.8 Enhanced communication when and where it is supposed to take place
affects the success of product development projects.9 A project team must communicate
most effectively when it is critical for information to pass from separate subgroups within
the team. If management can facilitate communication across functional boundaries~ the
product introduction process will improve. 10 The ways in which product development
teams are organized affect the consequential flow of information, ultimately impacting
the success of teams attempting to overlap tasks and speed products to market. I I
One typical response to improving product development is to co-locate project
team members to facilitate product development and increase communication by breaking
down physical barriers. 12 However, it is not always desirable or practical to co-locate
everyone on a project team. Co-location decisions are often made based on the type of
organizational structure adopted for product development, 13 as well as practical and
geographical constraints. New proposals for organizing for product development
advocate using emerging technologies to bridge distances to create specialized project
teams.14 Given these constraints, it may be advantageous to co-locate only when
required.
Researchers have shown that increased internal project communication within groups does not have a
correlation to increased project performance, while development projects strongly benefit by
communication with other parts of the firm. T. Allen, D. Lee, and M. Tushman, "R&D Performance
as a Function of Internal Communication, Project Management, and the Nature of Work," IEEE
Transactions on Engineering Management. Vol. EM-27, No.1, February 1980.
Richness, frequency, direction and timing are described as important communication characteristics.
S. Wheelwright, and K. Clark, Revolutionizing Product Development. Quantum Leaps in Speed.
Efficiency, and Quality, (The Free Press, 1992).
10 Dougherty found higher levels of interfunctional communication in successful product development
projects and diminished communication in a failed project. D. Dougherty, "New Products in Old
Organizations: The Myth of The Better Mousetrap in Search of the Beaten Path," Doctoral Thesis.
Sloan School of Management, MIT, 1987.
11 Wheelwright and Clark, 1992.
12 P. Smith and D. Reinertsen, Developing Products in Half the Time. Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1991.
13 R. Hayes, S. Wheelwright and K. Clark, Dynamic Manufacturing. Creating the Learning
Organization. (The Free Press, 1988).
14 Virtual co-location and the creation of transient companies through the use of emerging technology.
W. Davidow and S. Malone, Virtual Corporation, (Edward Burlingame Books, 1992).
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Whether co-located or not, many barriers to communication still exist in product
development. The organizational structure of the company, incentive systems, location.
leadership styles, cultural differences, and project management significantly impact the
actual patterns of communication. 15 How and when are these barriers overcome and to
what extent do they stand in the way of improving vital flows of information? Do project
team members communicate when they are supposed to? If they do, what is the
facilitating mechanism? How does one decide whether it is necessary to co-locate team
members, and if so, which project team members should be co-located and for how long?
This thesis defines and explores a novel research methodology to study
information transfer in product development teams, and proposes a framework for
answering these questions. 16 The design structure matrix (DSM) and communication
netgraph, two tools under development at MIT, aid in defining the critical information
flows required in product development. The DSM predicts important communication
flows, and the communication netgraph analyzes actual communication flows. The OSM
has proven itself an effective tool for modeling and resequencing product development
tasks,I7 organizing for product development,I8 and representing product developnlent
timing information. 19 The communication netgraph is a form of network analysis that
has been used for years to study the internal communication relationships between
15 Dougherty dermes the existence of separate "thoughtworlds" of people with specific disciplines such
as marketing or engineering which create distinct cultures that must be bridged for effective
communication to take place. Dougherty, 1987.
16 The only work of which we are aware that rigorously measures communication patterns specifically
in a product development organization is A. Griffin and J. Hauser, "Patterns of Communication Among
Marketing, Engineering and Manufacturing - A Comparison Between Two New Product Teams,"
Management Science. Vol. 38, No.3, March 1992.
17 S. Eppinger, "Model Based Approaches to Managing Concurrent Engineering, "International
Conference on Engineering Design. ICED 91, Zurich, August 27-29, 1991.
18 K. McCord, Managing the Integration Problem in Concurrent Engineering. Master's Thesis,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1993.
19 R. Smith, Development and Verification of Engineering Design Iteration Models. Doctoral thesis.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1992.
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individuals within an organization.20 The communication netgraph represents
communication patterns between individuals in matrix format. 21
Using these tools, we developed two frameworks for comparing predicted and
actual information flows. The frrst predicts information flows using the DSM, converts
them to a netgraph form, and compares them to actual flows using communication
netgraphs. The second framework compares actual communication to predicted
communication on the DSM. Using these frameworks, we can explore the validity of the
DSM in anticipating communication patterns, and can make several observations about
information flows in product development.
The study of information transfer for this work is based on an actual product
development project in the electronics industry. AMP Inc., one of the world's largest
manufacturers of electronic circuit connectors, hosted this project. AMP is a profitable
business with an average of 15% sales growth over the past ten years.22 Their success is
based on entrepreneurial organizations that aggressively pursue global interconnect
markets. AMP's interest in this project stemmed from their emphasis on and expertise in
developing systems that quickly bring quality products to market. The development of a
new computer circuit board connector, the Matched Impedance Connector (MICTOR)
project, serves as the basis for this study.
Section II describes the MICfOR project at AMP, with a view toward
highlighting communication issues inherent in product development. Section III
proposes the design structure matrix and communication netgraph as viable tools for
mapping communication patterns, taking into account both the theoretical and practical
contexts for their application. After a discussion of data collection and analysis in section
20 M. Moreno, Who Shall Survive? Foundations of Sociometry, Group Psychotherapy and
Sociodrama, (Beacon House Inc., 1978).
21 The tools used for this study are currently under development at MIT. V. George and T. Allen.
"Netgraphs: A Graphic Representation of Adjacency Matrices as a Tool for Network Analysis,"
Working Paper #1-89, International Center for the Research on the Management of Technology. MIT
Sloan School, November, 1989.
22 AMP Inc., 1992 Annual Report, Harrisburg, PA.
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IV, the results are distilled and analyzed, with particular emphasis on comparing actual
and predicted communication patterns in section V. Finally, section VI presents
recommendations for improving research tools and suggests further avenues of inquiry.
Appendix A presents recommendations to AMP for improving product developmen t.
while Appendices B and C provide information to facilitate collection of actual
communication data. Finally, Appendix D contains actual communication data collected
at AMP over eleven weeks.
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II PROJECT DESCRIPTION
This section defines a methodology for this study and provides an overview of the
MICfOR project.
Methodology
AMP's MICTOR project provides a framework for the study of information
transfer in product development. The methodology developed for this thesis consists of
three parts. First, we predicted the communication that was likely to take place using the
DSM. Second, we sampled actual information flows and analyzed them using
communication netgraphs. Third, we developed frameworks to compare predicted to
actual information flows. This method allowed us to critique our research tools (the
DSM and communication netgraph) and to learn several things about AMP's product
development process. Below the three stages are described in more detail.
Stage 1: Application and analysis of the DSM
In the fust stage of the project, we conducted DSM analysis. The DSM is an
analytical tool that has been used to organize tasks in complex product development
projects. The frrst objective in using a DSM is to map out the required tasks for the
product development project:
1. Document required information flows among product development tasks to clearly
identify and improve the sequencing of design tasks, and to predict the patterns of
communication that should take place within the development organization.
2. Understand which team members and what tasks are required in any given phase of
development, so communication analysis in stage 3 can be done.
3. Generalize from the DSM a product development map for AMP. Use the DSM to
initiate up-front problems solving and begin the process of creating a phase gate
14
review process.23 This map can aid product development by creating a framework for
communication and gauging progress both for management and team members.
Stage 2: Development and analysis of the communication netgraph
In the second stage of the project we used a communication netgraph to record the
patterns of communication as they took place. This phase of the project centered on
questionnaires which monitored the flow of communication between project members.
Aggregated data from the questionnaires reveals overall communication patterns and
becomes the basis for comparison with the DSM:
1. Explore the actual patterns of communication within the product development teanl
in order to reveal strong and weak linkages. Important transfers of information that
failed to exist should be strengthened through operational measures, while strong
linkages can be studied to learn what was effective in enhancing communication.
2. Recommend improved organizational designs to facilitate important information
transfers.
Stage 3: Comparison of the DSM and communication netgraph
Once the data collection was complete, the third phase of the project compared the
predicted flows of information to the actual patterns of communication during the product
development project. We compared the DSM and actual communication information
using two frameworks. The frrst framework for comparison converts DSM information
into predicted communication information. The predicted communication information is
then represented in netgraph form. We can analyze the comparisons between predicted
and actual communication through communication netgraphs manipulated by AGNI. The
23 Rosenthal describes a phase gate review process that structures product development. The DSl\l can
be used to initiate the construction of a phase gate review process, but the construction of one is
outside the immediate scope of this work. S. Rosenthal, Effective Product Design and Development.
How to Cut Lead Time and Increase Customer Satisfaction, Chapter 2, (Business One Irwin, 1992).
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second framework converts actual communication information into DSM form,
representing both predicted and actual communication information:
1. Compare predicted patterns of communication from the DSM and actual patterns of
communication from the communication netgraphs.
2. Use the comparison as a basis for exploring five hypotheses about the DSM and
communication in product development:
Hypothesis 1. Actual communication linkages that take place in product
development should be represented by the DSM.
Hypothesis 2. For product development projects, the DSM predicts all critical flows
of information that will actually occur.
Hypothesis 3. For predicted communication linkages that actually took place,
frequently predicted communications should occur with the predicted intensity.
Hypothesis 4. The directionality of communication linkages that actually took place
should be predicted in the DSM.
Hypothesis 5. For each mark on the DSM in which one-way flow of information is
predicted, two-way flow of information may exist.
Throughout the project we tested the validity of the DSM and communication
netgraph as tools for recognizing improved flow of communication. Exploring the
hypotheses also enabled us to determine the plausibility of different organizational
designs for product development. In this process we recognized several areas of
improvement for AMP development projects. Specific suggestions to AMP are outlined
in Appendix A, Recommendations to AMP.
16
Overview of the MICTOR Product Development Project
Data collection was conducted at AMP, Incorporated of Harrisburg, Pennsylvania,
the world's largest maker of electrical interconnect devices. AMP hosted this project by
allowing us to study an ongoing product development project. The ideal site fit the
criteria listed below:
• Project size of 20 to 50 individuals
• Number of design tasks less than 100
• Significant interest in improving product development process
• Previously established liaisons
These criteria were set to facilitate data collection while maintaining the level of
sophistication in product development to make the project complex enough to require
study.
The project selected for this study is the development of a new computer
connector to meet the needs of consumers in the 1990s. The project, called the Matched
Impedance Connector (MICTOR), is a family of products designed to meet a variety of
interconnect requirements. This project met the general criteria of being small enough to
study, yet complex enough to enable us to learn something significant about product
development.
The design and manufacturing of computer connectors requires significant tooling
and process development, while the product itself remains fairly simple. Figure 1 shows
the steps required for the development of a new connector product.
17
Figure 1. Overview of Connector Product Development
1. Evaluation and Concept Development
• Preliminary concept development
• Proof of principal model assembly
2. Workine Prototype Development
• Detailed product design
• Stamping die development
• Injection mold development
• Prototype manufacturing
3. Low Volume Production
• Revised product design
• Stamping die development
• Injection mold development
• Assembly machine development
• Packaging machine development
• Electroplate process established
• Assembly trials and integration
• Product introduction
4. Hieh Volume Production
• Expansion of product family
• Stamping die development
• Injection mold development
• Electroplate process established
• Assembly trials and integration
• High volume ramp-up
The most complex aspect of product development, after the initial design concept,
is the development of tooling. Particularly demanding is the small size of the connector
with many openings for signal pins, which requires intricate tooling that produces perfect
components on the frrst iteration. Complex dies are required for production of the signal
pins, ground pins and plastic molded connector housing. Stamping processes produce the
intricate shapes and small sizes of signal and ground contacts from copper ribbon. The
plastic molded housing requires injection mold tooling that forms the plastic part by
forcing heated plastic into the die cavity under pressure. The plastic connectors have
intricate and numerous openings through which to fit the signal pins, and the die must be
perfected to form these details properly yet not overrun the intricacies of the part with
18
excess material. Assembly tooling must also be constructed to insert the signal and
ground pins into the plastic housing as well as package the components.
A diagram of the MICfOR connector is shown in Figure 2, where the signal pins,
plastic housing and grounding pins can be clearly seen.
Figure 2. Diagram of MICfOR
,/
PC
Boards
"
Grounding
Pin
Signal Pins
Male Housing
Female Housing
The product design of MICfOR is unique in that a family of parts is under
development from the same connector design platform. This includes a variety of
configurations utilizing similar connecting components. The tooling and components are
easily interchangeable, reducing development time and cost while satisfying a variety of
connecting requirements. Some examples of the MICfOR product family proposed for
development are shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Product Family of MICTOR Connectors
PC
Board~
Connector
Parallel Configuration
.....-1Connector 1-......
End to End Configuration
Extendable Configuration
IConnector ~
PC Board to Cable Configuration
Right Angle Configuration
Electrical Contacts
The connecting pins used to transfer the electrical signal and provide electrical
grounding are made of copper with gold plated contacts only on the connecting suIt'aces.
The tooling required to stamp these intricate parts from copper ribbon is complex. Dies
often have many intricate moving parts and the thorough conditioning or testing of a die
is an iterative and time-intensive process. The frrst tooling made to produce prototype
stamped parts is soft tooling and in later stages of product development hard tooling is
used for higher volume production.
The stamping process produces a strip of electrical contacts connected by a single
piece of copper. Figure 4 is a diagram of a typical electrical contact configuration before
and after the stamping process. Once the contacts are stamped, the strip is coiled and is
20
ready for the electroplating process which deposits tin and subsequently gold in the
proper location and thickness on the pin surface. After plating, the pins are ready for
insertion into the plastic housing of the connector.
Figure 4. Typical Electrical Pins Configuration Before
and After the Stamping Process
Copper Strip
Before Stampina:
Plastic Molded Housing
Connector Pins
After Stampine
Individual
Pins
The plastic housing of the connector is injection-molded under heat and pressure.
The die is intricate and can often benefit from analysis of mold flow in the die design
stage. The number of chambers of the die determines the number of molded parts
manufactured in a single die cycle. The larger the number of chambers, the more parts
produced per machine stroke, but the trade-off is that for larger die it is more difficult to
obtain high quality parts because the flow of liquid plastic is more difficult to control.
Likewise, the closer the inter-pin distance on the connector, the more intricate the nlolded
housing. Intricate configurations require the liquid plastic to flow to more remote areas
in the die before cooling. The difficulty of connector production is exemplified by the
MICfOR product in which the small size has created demanding requirements for
forming plastic molded components. In particular, the small through-holes for insertion
of the pins must be completely free of flash on the fIrst molding cycle. Rework
requirements are unacceptable.
21
Integration and Connector Assembly
Once components are complete for the molded connector housing, stamping and
ground pins, assembly tooling is required for integrating these components to fonn the
connector. Assembly tooling feeds the electrical contacts through the pin holes in the
plastic housings. Assembly tools accommodate the plug and receptacle of the connector
as well as a variety of configurations within the MICTOR family. The assembly process
often starts with tooling that is hand-operated to condition the die and work out problem
areas. Initial manufacturing is often manual and as the demand for the product rises,
electric motors are often added to ramp up production. A machine used to package the
component for the customer is often integrated in the process to deliver the product
undamaged and in desired configurations.
Organization for MICTOR Product Development
The organization of the product development team takes advantage of engineers
with expertise in a variety of disciplines located in several separate buildings. Figure 5
shows the primary organizations and individuals on the MICTOR product development
team, with their corresponding primary responsibility. The immediate team consists of
approximately 25 members not including vendors, and a host of others involved in
smaller tasks. The total size of the project changes, yet at any given time there are
approximately 30 active participants. With an average of 21 years of relevant work
experience, the core product development team has significant background in developing
projects and their relative functional specialties. A project manager is responsible for the
initial conception and design, as well as managing the project to bring the product to the
customer. In this case the project manager acts as "product champion," taking overall
responsibility for development. The product champion has over thirty years of product
design and development experience.
22
Figure 5. Organizational Chart For MICTOR Product Development
23
ITI THEORY
The MICTOR project was analyzed using tools under development at the MIT
Sloan School of Management that can be used to study product development infomlation
flows. This section of the thesis explores the theory of the design structure matrix (DSM)
and communication netgraph, gives the background for their development, and describes
their applicability to product development.
Design Structure Matrix (DSM)
Product development represents a stream of information that must pass through a
design organization or product development team to push the product out the door. The
DSM, arising initially from Steward's work, 1 has been used to reduce the complexity of
product development projects by sequencing and reordering design tasks. There are
several variations of the DSM which are used to represent sequencing and the technical
relationships of design tasks required for the product development process.2 Various
DSMs facilitate product development by examining and manipulating the information
flows within product development.
DSM research has arisen from the increased complexity and importance of
product development due to the adoption of simultaneous engineering and design for
manufacturing (DFM). As product development managers implement these practices~
time to market has been decreased while product features are incorporated to satisfy
discerning customers. Managers aggressively overlap design tasks to speed the product
development process using simultaneous (or concurrent) engineering. See Figure 6.
which diagramatically shows the difference between simultaneous engineering projects
and traditional product development.
1
2
D. Steward, "The Design Structure System: A Method for Managing the Design of Complex
Systems," IEEE Transactions on Engineering Management. August 1981, pp. 71-74.
S. Eppinger, D. Whitney, R. Smith and D. Gebala, "Organizing The Tasks in Complex Design
Projects," ASME 2nd International Conference on Design Theory and Methodology, September 16-19.
1990, Chicago, Illinois.
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Overlapping design tasks greatly increases the complexity of product
development and increases the risk of failure, since tasks are underway at the same time
which require information from each other in order to be completed. Increased
coordination is required where the failure of adequately involving all pertinent sources of
information may result in tasks being completed that need to be reworked or worse yet
redone completely. The resulting complexity of overlapping design tasks can potentially
take greater time and money to complete, which may make the difference between
success or failure in a highly competitive market such as the electronics industry.
Figure 6. Traditional Product Development
Versus Simultaneous or Concurrent Engineering
Traditional Product Development: Tasks Completed in Series
jJrc)dtlcf Design
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Concurrent or Simultaneous Engineering: Tasks Overlapped
The DSM has been used to sequence concurrent engineering design tasks more
efficiently.3 Other program management tools such as the critical path method have
proven useful in sequencing tasks that are either accomplished in parallel, that is, tasks
that are done at the same time but not requiring shared information; or in series,
accomplishing tasks sequentially. What makes the management of overlapping tasks the
most difficult is the sequencing of interdependent tasks. Tasks that are coupled together
and completed at the same time but which require the same information greatly increase
the complexity of product development. The DSM has been used to efficiently
differentiate between these three different types of tasks and to more effectively sequence
tasks so that information flows within the development team can be more easily
managed.
The DSM is a matrix representation of tasks that readily shows the information
required to complete any given task. In Figure 7, the design tasks for a hypothetical
project are shown in the DSM format. There are twelve tasks depicted, lettered A-L. An
X appears in the matrix whenever an information linkage is required between two tasks.
3 M. Sequeira, "Use of the Design Structure Matrix in the Improvement of an Automobile
Development Process," Master of Science Thesis, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1991.
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For example, completion of task D requires information from task E, F, and L. Reading
across a row indicates the informational input required for completion. In this case, all of
the tasks (E, F and L), follow task D and are not yet completed. Reading down a column
indicates where the informational output is needed for downstream processes. For
example, reading down column F indicates that information from this task is required in
tasks D, E, I and J. In this particular example, tasks can be reordered more efficiently to
minimize the number of iterations to complete the project.
Figure 7. Example of a DSM for a Hypothetical Project
A B C DE F G H I J K L
A • X III
I
B • II,
)C
,
C • ••• I I
D -----------~--~--~--------------------~
E • X X X
F X • X
G X • X
H X X • X X
I X X • X
J X X X • X X
K X X •
L X X X X •
The objective of the DSM is to map the information interdependencies between
tasks so that they are more fully understood and to facilitate the passing of information in
the product development process. This often corresponds with reducing the distance
between the mark on the DSM and the matrix diagonal. The tasks, which are represented
by rows and columns, can also be resequenced so that information required by a task is
available when it is time to perform the task. Figure 8 shows the reordering of the task
sequence which will facilitate the accomplishment of the project. Tasks that are
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completed in series, in parallel, and those that are coupled can be readily seen in the new
task sequence. Marks below the diagonal represent feed forward loops in which
information is passed from upstream to downstream tasks. Marks above the matrix
diagonal are feedback loops in which upstream tasks are iterated using information from
downstream tasks.
Figure 8. Resequencing and Partitioning the DSM
B C A K L J FIE D H G
Task
Sequence
~
B
C
A
K
L
J
F
I
E
D
H
G
•
X Series•
X •
~parallelX X •
X X • X X
X X X X • X --CoupledX X •
X X X •
X X • X
X X X •
X X X X •
X X •
The DSM has been applied in the above form, which is a binary task-based DSM,
to projects in the automobile industry, consumer electronics industry, and computer
industry. Variations of the DSM other than the binary task based form have been used to
explore different aspects of product development, such as timing information.4 This
study employs the use of task-based DSMs to order and map the required information
flows. In this study, the DSM will be modified to take into account frequency of
communication.
4 R. Smith, "Development and Verification of Engineering Design Iteration Models," Doctoral Thesis.
Massachusetts Instituteof Technology, 1992.
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Communication Netgraph
Relationships between individuals within an organization have been studied for
some time and more formally with the advent of sociometry in the early 1930s with
Moreno's research.5 This work developed into what is known as the field of network
analysis in which graphic measures were used to display the relationships between
individuals within an organization.6 Allen has used the resulting network structure to
study communication linkages between individuals within the organization, and the
resulting informational flows have been called communication networks. A typical
communication network can be seen in Figure 9. Each node represents a person and the
lines connecting the nodes represent significant relationships.
Figure 9. Typical Communication Network for a Small Organization
Any relationship can be described linking the nodes. In this case, the branches
between nodes represent communication linkages or strong information transfers between
individuals. Sociograrns such as these can get much more complex as the size of the
organization increases.
The resulting complexity of generating communication networks in this manner
prompted Allen to develop another framework in which to conduct network analysis.
5 M. Moreno, Who Shall Survive? Foundations of Sociometry , Group Psychotherapy and
Sociodrama. (Beacon House Inc., 1978).
6 V. George and T. Allen, "Relational Data in Organizational Settings: An Introductory Note for Using
AGNI and Netgraphs to Analyze Nodes, Relationships, Partitions and Boundaries", International
Center for Research on the Management of Technology .Working Paper, MIT Sloan School of
Management, January 1993.
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The result of this research at the MIT Sloan School has been the development of a
computer tool known as A Graphic Network Interpreter (AGNI). The AGNI format has
enabled researchers to conduct network analysis using a graphical matrix representation
of networks called a netgraph. The netgraph is a pictorial representation of networks in
which the nodes can be used to represent individuals and the relationships between
individuals can be depicted by coloring in the tile linking two individuals. The relational
data between individuals can be used to create a lattice-work of filled-in tiles that
represents contacts between individuals within an organization.
Figure 10 depicts a netgraph in which contacts between individuals are indicated
with filled-in tiles. Each row and column represents an individual. In this example the
rows and columns are not permuted to rearrange the individuals in any particular
grouping. Different shades or colors of tiles can be used to represent differences or
commonalties in communicating pairs. The netgraph would be completely symmetrical
if for each communicating pair, both members indicated that a significant communication
took place.
Figure 10. Example of an Unpermuted Communication Netgraph
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Note: A tile of any shade represents the presence
of a relationship between individuals
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AGNI can also be used to permute the nodes in the netgraph, rearranging the rows
and columns so that certain relationships can be highlighted such as the frequency of
communication or organizational boundaries within the organization. The use of color or
shades of gray can be used to delineate network pairs such as individuals with the same
job function or an attribute shared between individuals. Figure 11 shows the same data as
the netgraph in Figure 10, except that the rows and columns have been permuted by
organizational groups dispersed geographically. Groupings of individuals in the same
immediate workplace are divided by lines.
Figure 11. Example of a Netgraph Permuted by Organizational Boundaries
•
...
•
•
•
Note: A tile of any shade represents the presence
of a relationship between individuals
From netgraphs depicting communication linkages, the overall communication
patterns can be readily observed. Using AGNI, relational analysis can be conducted on a
multitude of subjects, including communication relationships. Partitions can be added to
delineate groups and colors used to represent characteristics between pairs. Analysis can
be easily conducted using the computer interface to explore hypotheses.
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In this study, we conducted network analysis to discover important relationships
within the organization. Through the application of netgraphs, we can explore important
communication relationships. Applying this technique to new product development
teams, we conducted network analysis to discover important communication linkages and
to test several hypotheses.
Mapping Between the DSM and Communication Netgraph
The DSM is a technique applied to improve the coordination and sequencing of
simultaneous engineering tasks as it prescribes the important flows of information that
should take place in product development. The communication netgraph is a
representation that shows the existing patterns of communication that were collected and
recorded from product development team members as work progressed. Applying these
tools to the MIcrOR project by themselves shows potential for improving the transfer of
information. Creating a map between the two frameworks allows us to explore
hypotheses and to further develop these experimental tools.
Figure 12 compares the DSM and communication netgraph. From this conceptual
mapping, areas of agreement between the DSM and netgraph will provide information
about predicted and actual information flows. This is a comparison of the predicted
communication, from the DSM, and the actual communication represented by the
communication netgraph. The DSM provides a representation of information that should
take place in the organization. The communication netgraph represents what actually
takes place. Areas of agreement between the two indicate that the DSM correctly
predicted the information flow and to some extent validates this tool as a viable planning
technique. Areas of disagreement may be due to the failure of the DSM to properly
reflect certain types of information flows or perhaps sources of error such as the satnpling
rate of data collection.
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Figure 12. Mapping Between the DSM and Communication Netgraph
Design Structure Matrix
ABCDEFGHI K
A x
B
C
D
E
F
G x x
H x
I x x x
J x
K x x x
A - good correspondence
B - DSM right: wasteful communication
- DSM wrong: change DSM
Communication Netgraph
Tl T2 T3 T4 TS
Tl
T2
T3
T4
TS
Mapping
C - good correspondence
D - DSM right: productivity may improve
with communication
- DSM wrong: change DSM
Although the DSM and communication netgraph each represent information
transfer, they are inherently different frameworks, and an analogous mapping between the
two is required to conduct comparisons. Figure 13 highlights the major differences
between the two frameworks. Even though both frameworks explore information
transfers, each has its unique characteristics. Perhaps the largest difference exploited by
this study is that the DSM predicts what information transfers should take place, while
the communication netgraph measures what communication linkages are actually
established.
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Figure 13. Differences Between the DSM and Communication Netgraph
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Stratified by
Frequency
of Communication
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Communication Netgraph
Tl T2 T3 T4 TS
Tl
T2
T3
T4
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Person to Person
Time: Cumulative
Directionality Not Included
Threshold Set by
Frequency
of Data Collection
In order to create an analogous mapping between these two frameworks, several
assumptions must be made to first aggregate the eleven weeks of communication data
into a single representation, then to bridge the gap between the DSM and communication
netgraph. Two comparisons were constructed for this study. The first converts DSM
information into a communication potential netgraph. The second type of comparison
converts communication information collected over eleven weeks and represents linkages
between individuals in a DSM format. These comparisons allow us to explore
hypotheses about communication in product development and the effectiveness of the
DSM. The results of applying these frameworks are discussed in section V, Results.
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IV DAT A COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS
Data Collection
This section describes the data collection procedures and methodologies for both
the DSM and communication netgraph. The scope of this section is to summarize how
data collection was conducted and to provide a basis for generating the analysis and
results.
Two weeks prior to data collection the project was introduced to product
development team members through a presentation and small pamphlets. The pamphlet.
outlining the general purpose and goals of the project, described what was required of
each individual on the team. A sample pamphlet is shown in Appendix C. A short
presentation was given to highlight the goals and procedures of the project and to give
team members the opportunity to ask questions. Setting the stage for data collection, the
pamphlet and presentation gave team members the opportunity to understand the project
and recognize the importance of their input to the overall success of it. These two
preliminary steps proved helpful in ensuring that project team members committed to the
study by providing accurate and timely information.
Design Structure Matrix Data Collection
A task-based DSM was created by conducting interviews with engineers and
managers at AMP, Inc. However, we relied heavily on managers and in particular the
product champion for DSM input. Personal interviews consisted of questions pertaining
to job functions and information requirements. Preparation prior to interviews included a
review of the individual's job function and refinement of the standard questionnaire. The
questions shown below were aimed at determining the flow of information within the
organization.
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Standard Questions Used in Generating the Task-Based DSM
1. What are the tasks involved with accomplishing your job?
2. What information is required to accomplish your job on the MICfOR
project?
3. From whom do you receive information that is required for your job?
4. What do you do with results from your work?
5. Who requires information from you to accomplish their work?
6. What percentage of your time is spent on the MlcrOR project?
7. How have the answers to these questions changed over time and how will
they change in the future?
Since the data that are required for the DSM and netgraph comparison need to
cover the same time period, it was very important to match phases of the project for both
DSM data collection and actual communication data collection. However, the timing of
data collection in relation to project phases affects the ease and reliability of data
obtained. The DSM is most reliable and the easiest to construct shortly after the work is
completed, whereas the netgraph data collection is most accurate and easiest while the
work is being conducted. In order to be relevant for comparisons, the DSM must be
collected prior to data collection in order to predict information flows. The data
collection for the communication netgraph must take place while the project work is
underway.
Since the MICTOR project was in full development when this study was initiated,
DSM data collection covered previous tasks and current tasks which were relatively easy
and reliable to obtain, while future tasks were the most difficult yet most important. Prior
tasks were collected to obtain the full benefit of employing the DSM. Future tasks were
used for comparisons and are difficult to determine because planning efforts are usually
insufficient for the level of detail required for the DSM. One benefit of applying the
DSM is to conduct careful planning to initiate up-front problem solving.
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Data collection for the DSM relied heavily on interviews with managers and to
some extent engineers. Very little data collection was based on written sources, due to
the lack of written or recorded documentation of the project. Upon completion of the
interviews, notes were made to capture as much as information as possible. These notes
proved crucial in the development of the task-based DSM.
Steps for Generating the Task-Based DSM
1. Prepare questions.
2. Conduct interviews and construct detailed notes.
3. Prepare task list and represent tasks and their relationships in flowcharts.
4. Construct task-based DSM.
5. Present flow charts and DSM to team members for confirmation.
6. Iterate DSM until team members feel that the information is accurate and
comprehensive.
Since the construction of the DSM is an iterative process, one difficulty was
determining when the DSM was complete. Step five above, in which flow charts were
primarily used to describe the project flow, was valuable in obtaining an accurate DSM.
Initially fax and telephone conversations were used for iterating DSMs, but this proved
cumbersome and it was rare for individuals to give meaningful feedback for revisions
over the phone. In-person follow up interviews with key personnel were important for
iterating the DSM. The DSM was thought to be accurate when team members no longer
required changes to the flow charts or DSM.
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The flowcharts for the MICTOR product development are shown starting in
Figure 14, which depicts the top level tasks.
Figure 14. MICTOR Product Development Tasks
Staee I
Concept Development
& Evaluation
Staee II
Working Prototype
Development
Sta~e III
Low Volume
Production
Sta{!e IV
High Volume
Production
Each of the four stages has been diagrammed in detail (step 3 in constructing the DSM)
and can be examined in the following Figures 15, 16, 17 & 18.
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Figure 15. Stage I Concept Development and Evaluation Flow Chart
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Figure 16. Stage II Working Prototype Development Flow Chart
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Figure 17. Stage III Low Volume Production Flow Chart
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Figure 18. Stage IV High Volume Production Flow Chart
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Once step 3 is complete and the diagrams have been revised to reflect the majority
of information transfer, the resulting diagrams are used as the framework for generating a
task-based DSM. Following the generalized flow of information, the flow charts are used
to create the task-based DSM shown in Figure 20.
This DSM reflects the frequency of communication for each task. Tasks on the
DSM that require intense, high frequency communication deserve differentiated
representation from tasks that may require few communications. This seems obvious
when comparing two example tasks. One such task is tooling design where engineers and
designers may spend several weeks of daily communication to produce the desired
design. In the DSM this may be represented as a filled-in block indicating the
requirement for information transfer. It is highly likely that this task will be captured in
periodic sampling of actual communicati0ns.
Another task may be the transferring of early die design information from low
volume to high volume production. Whereas this is an important coordination task. it
does not require the same intensity of information flow as the tooling design itself. Since
this coordination effort may only take several hours and is a one-time event, it is likely
that this information transfer will not be found in the communication netgraph due to
periodic sampling of actual communication. These coordination type tasks require
different forms of representation in the DSM.
From the comparison of these two design task examples it can be seen that further
differentiation of design tasks on the DSM is desirable. Figure 19 is the framework used
to further differentiate the DSM to reflect communication intensity instead of merely
using a binary DSM.
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Figure 19. Stratification ofDSM Value by Communication Frequency
TYPES OF REQUIRED
COMMUNICATION TASKS INTERACTIONS
Work, Design, Several times a day
Daily / Regular Development to5 Times a week
Coordination, 5 Times a weekPeriodic toConsultation once a month
Consultation, once a month
Rare Problem Solving, to
Learning once a project
DSMVALUE
A
B
c
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Figure 20. Task-Based DSM of MlcrOR Product Development
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Communication Netgraph Data Collection
Netgraph data collection coincided with part of Stage II and the majority of Stage
III of the product development process, and lasted eleven weeks. Data collection
consisted of weekly questionnaires distributed to project team members. The
questionnaire used for netgraph data collection was completed on a weekly basis in which
a random number generator was used to determine the day of the week for data
collection. The questionnaire was distributed at the beginning of the chosen day to each
team member and collected at the end of the day. The team member completing the
questionnaire indicated with whom on that particular day he or she communicated about
the MIcrOR project. A relevant communication consisted of any topic that was related
to the MIcrOR project. Questionnaires took on average 5 to 10 minutes to complete and
much less time if no relevant communications took place.
The questionnaire used for this project is shown in Appendix B. The
questionnaire captures relevant communication that took place, the communication media
used, and the directionality of information flow. Communication media options included
face to face communication, telephone, fax and E mail. Written correspondence was
lumped under E mail, although very little E mail or written correspondence took place in
the project. The vast majority of communication took place face to face. The
directionality of the communication flow was captured using a scale from one to seven.
Respondents indicated whether the information transferred was used primarily by
themselves (one) or by the other person (seven). If more than one relevant
communication with that person took place that day, an average for directionality was
used. In order to account for any discrepancies of responses between a communicating
pair, the average directionality was used to determine the primary flow of information.
When there were discrepancies about recorded communication between two
individuals, as when one respondent did not indicate that a communication took place. it
was assumed that the communication did take place and that one individual failed to
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remember or record the event. It is likely that this occurs by accident, or when a
respondent that did not consider the important and hence failed to remember the event
when completing the questionnaire. Our analysis is based on the assumption that no
individual on the team has incentive to falsify communication.
It is important to note that only communications that took place on the day of the
data collection were recorded on the questionnaire. This approach to data collection
allowed us to obtain as accurate information as possible while minimizing the amount of
communication that individuals were forced to recall. Where it might be desirable to
conduct data collection on more than one day a week, the company felt that any more
data collection would have been an impediment to product development. Using the
weekly data collection for the communication netgraph means that infrequent, yet
important communication flows may not show up on the data collection; this area will be
addressed in the Comparison Between the DSM and Communication Netgraph section.
Communication netgraphs for the project are shown in the following section V, Results.
Analysis
Aggregation of Weekly Communication Data
Since eleven weeks of communication data were taken, one survey per week, the
weekly communication information was aggregated to represent relationships established
over the eleven weeks. In this process we made several assumptions. Itwas assumed for
product development that all communications indicated on the questionnaires were
relevant and important information links that needed to be studied. This is the case
because even a one time meeting in which upstream information is passed to a
downstream customer is a relevant occurrence modeled by the DSM, even though this
event may take the form of a single, several hour meeting.
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Most analysis aggregated all periodic responses into a single data set. A single
aggregated data set is derived from the weekly responses shown in Appendix D and
performed by obtaining three types of information.
(1) Communication linkage information, or whom is communicating with whom:
(2) Communication strength information, or an aggregation of how many times the
communicating pairs spoke with each other over the period questionnaires were
sent out, regardless of the medium used for communication;
(3) The average direction of information flow for each communication linkage.
If conflicts arose between two individuals that filled out questionnaires as to the
overall frequency of communication, the highest occurrence of contact between the
individuals was assumed to be correct. This seems valid because of the likelihood that
the party that was less reliable probably forgot the communication event. It is plausible
that some people would forget communications, especially if the perceived value to
themselves was very low. On the other hand, it is highly unlikely someone would rnake
up a communication event, since they have little reason to falsify the report.
Frequency of communication was aggregated two different ways, the first for
analysis of only the team members filling out questionnaires, and the second for all team
members, those filling out questionnaires and those indicated on questionnaires who were
not an active part of the data collection effort. For analysis of just team members filling
out questionnaires, each person's responses were divided by the number of questionnaires
that they completed to get a communication strength factor (the highest obtainable value
is 1.0). For a communicating pair, if the communication factors did not agree, we llsed
the highest communication strength value.
For analysis of all of the measured communications, including team members
indicated on questionnaires yet not given the opportunity to complete questionnaires.
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communication frequency is measured by the aggregated number of communication
occurrences. Discounting by the number of completed questionnaires is no longer
relevant since not all team members analyzed had the opportunity to complete
questionnaires. For those not completing questionnaires the communication value
indicated by the respondent is used. For conflicting occurrences, the highest
communication frequency is adopted.
If conflicts in directionality are observed, the average directionality between two
partners is taken. Ideally, if one partner indicates (1) for information receipt, the other
member would respond with (7) for information giving. See Appendix B for a sample
questionnaire. Since the respondents fill out a questionnaire asking for the directionality
of information transfer, it is possible for two individuals to fill out conflicting reports on
the directionality of information flow. It is likely that the conflicts in directionality will
occur since the perceived direction of information flow may not be clear and are
subjective to individuals biases. The average directionality of information flow is taken
for each communication link. If one respondent perceived that they mostly received
information and indicated a (1) on their questionnaire and likewise the other
communicating partner perceived that they only received information and recorded a (1)
on their questionnaire, both parties indicate that they received information but no one
indicated that they gave information. The average value taken would be (4), which
indicates shared information on a scale from 1 to 7. For ease of keeping track of the data
for computer input, this scale was readjusted from -1 to 1, with 0 indicating shared
information.
Obtaining Communication Information From the DSM
The DSM is used to obtain predicted communication information. The DSM
records all required tasks and the individuals responsible for each task. The inclusi ve
sections of the DSM that encompasses the period in which actual communication is
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measured is used to generate predicted communication. A mark on the DSM indicates a
communication requirement between two or more individuals (unless the mark links two
tasks that are accomplished by the same person). Each row on the DSM indicates
information that is required for a task, so this is interpreted as directionality or inbound
information.
The rows of the DSM were scanned for all inbound information using the nlarks
on the DSM to record who was coordinating the task. Two types of communication were
derived from the DSM.
(1) Communication will exist when team members who are responsible for separate
DSM tasks must coordinate to do their work. If more than one person is
responsible for each task then a mark on the DSM indicates communication must
exist between team members. Since it is not known if one or all team members
will coordinate the task, communication is recorded between each team member.
(2) Communication will exist between team members responsible for the same DSM
task. This is not represented by a mark on the DSM; rather, communication is.
recorded between all individuals working on the same task. Directionality
information is not recorded with this anticipated information flow since all
information is perceived to be shared. In fact one team member may be much
more experienced and provide most of the information in completing the task but
this is not captured in the anticipated communication data.
Using this method, communication linkages between team members were
recorded. Each coordination accumulated another value which increases the strength of
the communication linkage. This does not take into account that for tasks that require
more coordination, there will be more communication. Simply the number of times team
members must coordinate separate tasks effectively builds the strength of the linkage
between two individuals. Communication frequency is represented by the number of
coordination instances that must take place between individuals. While it may be an
over-simplification to state that two coordination instances means greater communication
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than one coordination instance, it does seem plausible that aggregated over the OSM that
the top one-third of communication instances means greater communication than the
bottom one-third. The total coordination occurrences ranged from 1 to 29.
While communication intensity from the DSM is difficult to justify precisely. this
method should prove useful for comparing ranges of information flow intensity by
coordination occurrences. In order to obtain more accurate information intensity,
numerical values for each type of coordination can be assigned, where tasks requiring
more communication will reflect a higher communication factor. Confidence in the
degree of communication required for each task is necessary.
Aggregating coordination values and comparing them reveals communication
intensity and direction. Only inbound information, or information from rows on the OS M
were used to aggregate communication. Communication intensity is approximated by the
aggregated coordination occurrences. Since the aggregated number of occurrences
recorded for individual A obtaining information from B may not equal the number of
occurrences of B obtaining information from A, directionality of information flow can be
obtained. The difference between the recorded inbound information indicates overall
directionality of information flow. The greater the difference, the more directional the
flow. If the accumulated coordination were equal, or a small difference (+ 1,-1) exists. it
was assumed information is shared. Differences between accumulated coordination
ranged from -7 to +7. The highest value of coordination occurrence is used as the value
of intensity between the two communicating pairs. If a discrepancy arises, as in the case
of directionality, the highest value is used.
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DSM to Communication Netgraph Transformation
This comparison between the DSM and actual communication information
represents comparisons in the netgraph format. Since the DSM is task-specific,
individual team members must be assigned to tasks and where applicable, more than one
person assigned to complete the same task. Each mark on the DSM represents a
coordination between two individuals or several team members and therefore a
communication requirement exists. In order to accomplish a task, not all team menlbers
assigned to a task may communicate, but it is not known whether one or all members of
the subgroup will communicate to accomplish the task. Thus, relationships between each
member must be assumed to "potentially" exist. By recording all the links between
individuals based on the tasks from the DSM, a netgraph is constructed that represents the
predicted patterns of communication. Communication data collected from weekly
questionnaires is aggregated as described in the previous section and represented in
netgraph form as well. With both the predicted and actual communication links
established, we used this comparison to explore several hypotheses.
Measured Communication to DSM Transformation
The other major category of comparison between predicted and actual
communication takes the form of the DSM. In this instance, the DSM is represented in
the task-based form while actual communication is represented in the DSM format as
well. The DSM is coded by communication frequency where tasks requiring high levels
of coordination are differentiated from tasks that may require only moderate or rare
communication. The collected communication information is aggregated as indicated in
the previous section and then recorded in the DSM format. For every communication
linkage that has been measured, there should be an occurrence in the task based DSM,
and the value of the communication intensity recorded in the DSM block. There is also
likely to be more than one possible entry in the DSM where a communication linkage
exists. Since it is not known what tasks were being coordinated, each occurrence on the
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DSM must record the communication frequency of that event. Perhaps one or more
separate tasks were coordinated with a single recorded communication event. Since the
DSM will fill up with the frequency of actual communication linkages, an A, B, or C
mark on the DSM covered by a communication event should be assumed to represent a
task that was actually coordinated. Results are shown in section V, Figure 34.
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V RESULTS
From the previous analyses, we are able to draw several important conclusions
about the DSM, communication netgraphs and the comparison between predicted and
actual communications in small product development projects. Each will be discussed in
separate sub-sections.
Design Structure Matrix Results
Since product development for MICfOR began several months before this project
was initiated, data collection started while the project was well underway and lasted for
eleven weeks, ending just before the product was introduced on a test basis. Data
collection for the DSM took approximately 20 hours over a period of several weeks. The
timing of this study corresponded with the majority of product development tasks in the
middle of Stage II, Working Prototype Development, and lasted towards the end of Stage
Ill, Low Volume Production. Data collection for the DSM consisted mainly of personal
interviews with managers since very little paperwork was involved in the project. \Ve
describe detailed data collection in section IV.
Figure 20 shows a task-based DSM developed for the entire project. The project
was divided into four major stages based on the grouping of tasks. Previous tasks are the
easiest to translate into DSM form because they have already been completed. The main
benefit of completing the DSM for previous tasks is for organizational learning, since the
project manager or team members can reflect on the process for future improvements.
We determined ongoing and future tasks through the same interviews. It is l110re
difficult to construct the mapping for these tasks since the DSM is used as a planning tool
to map the anticipated product development tasks. The extent to which the planning is
already complete and is not merely speculation determines the difficulty and benefit
derived from implementing the DSM. In this case, the DSM was difficult to implelllent
due to the apparent lack of prior planning and the reliance on the control of the product
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champion with over 30 years of successful product development experience. To product
champions with this type of significant experience, perhaps the imposition of structure to
product development by "feel" may on the surface limit their capabilities. On the
contrary, an overall product development structure will facilitate product development
and serve as a script for less experienced product developers. Since the MICfOR project
is complex yet small enough for one person to adequately manage (as opposed to the
development of a new car, for example), a single person can accomplish coordination
between subgroups.
The DSM developed for the portion of the project which is covered by
communication data collection is represented in Figure 21, where only Stages II and III
are shown for clarity. This DSM is task-based by individuals, where the tasks are
assigned to individuals who are given specific numbers on the DSM. Typically more
than one person is responsible for a specific task. The level of coordination for each task
is represented by stratifying the intensity of coordination A, B or C as described in
section IV, Figure 19. The diagram readily shows the concurrent engineering blocks
where individuals are most heavily involved in interdependent tasks.
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Figure 21. Task Based DSM of Stages II and III
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Uses/or the DSM
Traditionally, the DSM has been useful when applied to large concurrent
engineering projects, such as the development of new automobile components, which
may involve hundreds of people in an organization. By applying the DSM to a smaller
product development project such as the MICTOR project, several advantages of the
DSM became apparent. They are summarized below:
1. The DSM can be used to create an overall product development map which is
used as a planning tool to characterize difficult, concurrent engineering blocks where
work between certain subgroups requires more coordination. Knowledge of these
concurrent engineering blocks allows management to plan ahead, and to allocate
resources according to difficulty.
2. Implementation of the product development map for the project can prove llseful
as a communication tool so that all players understand their intended role as part of the
product development team. Upper management has an opportunity to impact
development and understand its role in the development process. Product managers can
identify areas of need where product development tools (such as Quality Function
Deployment, Concept Engineering, etc.) can be used or phased into the project. Teall1
members more adequately understand their role in developing the product and the role
others play so that prior coordination can be facilitated.
3. The project team can be organized using the DSM to identify tasks and personnel
requirements. Areas of intense coordination may require management to allocate the
proper personnel and facilities to address the tasks before allowing the project to ru n
behind schedule. Team members can be phased into and out of product development
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based on the needs of the project. The DSM can act a means for planning the phasing of
members on and off cross-functional product development teams.
4. A combination of several DSMs on the same format can be called a work plan
while a single DSM is a project plan. Managers responsible for several product
development projects can use the DSM to create product development maps that will
allow them to manage scarce resources. Instead of requests for resources based on
intuition, decisions can be based on tasks where the complexity of concurrent engineering
varies. A proactive manager can even use this tool to control the timing of product
development.
5. The DSM creates a framework that records the development effort so that in the
name of continuous improvement, managers can learn from past mistakes to benefit
future projects. Emerging product managers can also use the DSM to learn methods for
managing new product introductions.
Results From Communication Analysis
We conducted network analysis to determine the actual patterns of
communication that existed during the eleven weeks of data collection. The subsequent
results reveal the patterns of communication between team members. Questionnaires
collected communication information as described in section IV. Once the data were
collected by week, aggregation of the eleven weeks revealed communication patterns.
From this analysis, some characteristics are apparent, and we can make recommendations
for improving product development.
Weekly communication data were aggregated by two separate methods,
corresponding to two separate groups studied. The first consisted of only those filling out
questionnaires, and the second included people who became part of the data set because a
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person filling out a questionnaire indicated that communication took place. The difficulty
in solely studying the frrst group is that we do not have a complete picture of product
development due to the initial perception of who would be involved with the team. The
limitation of including the second group in the study is that communication in some cases
is one-sided and we cannot observe the full spectrum of contacts. Bringing the second
group into the study is based on the premise that contacts with members outside of the
core group are important and relevant to product development.
The questionnaires shown in Appendix B were used to collect communication
information used for analysis. Questionnaires were distributed on the morning of
randomly determined days and completed by the end of the day. The average response
rate for the questionnaires was 91% for the eleven weeks of data collection.
Communication Characteristics
The aggregation of the data took several forms to determine communication
characteristics. It was immediately apparent that the team relied heavily on face to face
communication. Since the organization is not an E-mail culture, communication by face
to face meetings constituted over 80% of all communication. The breakdown for
communication by type is shown in Figure 22. The reliance on face to face
communication played a greater role for some individuals than others, depending on one's
job function. Engineers responsible for contacting customers or vendors, or who were
located at remote locations relied more on telephone communication, yet even these
extreme cases the greatest reliance on telephone communication was 41% of that person's
total communication.
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Figure 22. Average Percentages of Communication by Medium
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It is instructive to compare the communication characteristics of this product
development team to other projects studied, particularly in research organizations since
this represents the greatest source of data available from Allen's work. One common
characteristic is the heavy reliance on face to face communication. It is not uncommon
for this mode to represent over 90% of all communication, even when the organization is
geographically dispersed. In our product development example, face to face
communication likewise plays an important role.
Another similarity is the increased probability of communicating with people that
sit in close proximity. Allen's work reveals the dependence on nearby communications in
R&D organizations, clearly demonstrating the existence of a proximity barrier for
communication. Those working in nearby locations have a much higher likelihood of
communication, while others who might be merely 10 meters away have a dramatically
decreased chance of communicating. This relationship was not thought to hold as true for
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product development since those communicating on the project had specific tasks to
complete that required the input of others sitting in geographically dispersed locations.
Figure 23 shows the probability of communication for MICTOR compared to R&D
organizations.
Figure 23. Probability of Communication as a Function of Distance
Between Communicators for the MICfOR Project
Compared to R&D Organizations
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The dashed curve above represents a rudimentary curve fit through 14 data points
for the MICTOR project. Since the data are not complete enough to get the complete
picture of communication as a function of distance, some speculation is in order. With
the data available it is plausible that the expected communication level was much higher
for distances of less than 100 meters. In this region, six of the seven MlcrOR data
points are above the R&D curve taken from Allen's work. This higher communication
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probability may be due to the fact that all the people who filled out the questionnaires
were part of the same project and by nature were expected to communicate. If
questionnaires asked "to whom do you communicate on work-related topics, not solely on
those that are project-related," then the probability of communication may be markedly
decreased. Allen has documented this phenomenon, attributing the higher probability of
communicating to what he would term an "organizational bond."
The decreased probability of communication exhibited by the MICTOR project is
relevant to product development But perhaps the greatest evidence to support the
general decreasing trend is the likely possibility that people working on the same project
would be brought closer together in the name of facilitating work. This does not nIle out
the possibility that workers in remote locations may have reason to communicate but may
not do so as frequently due to the proximity barrier. Do individuals in remote locations
require greater communication or are they merely communicating as frequently as they
are required? This is a relevant question to answer because its implications provide
valuable input for creating organizational designs for product development. Decisions
about the necessity of co-located work teams can be based on the validity of the
proximity barrier for product development.
Exploring organizational designs based on the validity of the proximity barrier has
tremendous implications for the viability of the "virtual organizations" concept for
organizing projects. 1 A virtual company is an organization of loosely tied constituents
that come together to form a single entity for the purpose of completing a project. 2 The
constituents are optimally selected from an information system that provides data on the
members within the labor pool and also provides a critical communication link in which
products will be designed and manufactured. The participants in the virtual company
1
2
Virtual co-location and the creation of transient companies through the use of local area networks.
W. Davidow and S. Malone, Virtual Corporation, (Edward Burlingame Books, 1992).
The concept of Agile Manufacturing relies on virtual companies to conduct product design and
manufacturing. "21st Century Manufacturing Enterprise Strategy, An Industry-Led View," Volume
1{2, Lehigh University, November, 1992.
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become "plug compatible" with other organizations and can be dispersed upon
completion of the project. For this to work, communication must become seamless. If
for product development, team members are shown to communicate based on project
goals and are not limited by the proximity barrier, the credibility of these emerging
organizational designs will be enhanced. Our results based on comparing actual to
predicted information flows are further explored in the Comparison Between the DSM
and Communication Netgraph section, Observation #4.
Patterns of Communication
Network analysis was conducted to reveal the patterns of communication between
and within groups through the use of A Graphical Network Interpreter (AGNI). The
general patterns reveal communication taking place outside of organizational boundaries
as anticipated. It is interesting to note who are the intense communicators and who links
communication between groups. Figure 24 shows a communication netgraph consisting
of only the group that filled out questionnaires, otherwise known as the core development
team. It has been broken into five subgroups by geographically dispersed locations.
which are represented by bold partition lines. Thin partition lines within separate
locations indicate organizational boundaries within geographic locations. The colors
represent communication within groups and communication that is bridged outside of
geographical boundaries.
Most of the development work is conducted in Building 2901 (red). This is a
cross functional development team that includes the product manager, designers,
engineers, marketing, and a technician. Numbers on the diagonal of the netgraphs
indicate the identification number of the team member. Personal characteristics of each
team member can be determined by referencing their ill# in first part of Appendix D.
Red numbers on the diagonal represent managers. These are either general managers.
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department managers or engineering team leaders. The product manager (#26) is located
with the core development team in Building 2901.
The vast majority of communication is intra-group communication while inter-
group communication across location plays less of a role.
Average Intra-Group:
Average Inter-Group:
Communication Density
83.6%
12.6%
Communication density is defined as the number of communication linkages established
over the number of possible communication linkages. The highest amount of
communicating pairs exist between Building 2901 (red) and the Glenn Rock location
with a communication density of 35.7%. Building 2901 is where most MICTOR team
members are located together and represents the core development team. The Glenn
Rock location is where some of the molded parts are to be manufactured. The distance
between Building 2901 and Glenn Rock is 49 miles, while Building 2901 and 2801 are
adjacent to one other. This corresponds to expected communication from general
knowledge of the product development tasks under completion during the time of this
study. Later a more detailed comparison will reveal what tasks were expected from the
DSM analysis.
Figure 25 reveals frequency of communication by color and position within
geographical locations. We obtain communication frequency for the team members
filling out the questionnaires by dividing each person's responses by the number of
questionnaires they turned in. This strength factor is then compared between each
communicating pair with the highest strength factor taken as the communication
frequency for a communicating pair. A frequency of 1.0 responses/week represents a
communicating pair in which at least one of the members recorded communicating with
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the other party every time a questionnaire was completed. See section IV for an in-depth
discussion of aggregation of weekly communication data. The most frequent
communicators within the overall group are shown in red (.75 - 1.0), with medium
frequency linkages in blue (.33 to .74) and low in green (.09 - .32). From Figure 25 the
highest frequency linkages are in Building 2901 with only one highest frequency linkage
spanning outside of this location to Building 2801.
Figure 25 also shows ranking by number of communicating pairs by ordering the
position of each communicator within a group (organizational boundary). Team
members with the highest number of communication linkages are located in the lower
right of the group, while the lowest number of linkages is positioned in the upper left.
This analysis reveals the product manager in Building 2901 conducting the most an10unt
of communication within Building 2901, yet maintaining lower frequency
communication to other groups. From this analysis the individuals with the highest
number of communicating pairs within each organization can be easily determined.
The roles of engineers and managers show that engineers primarily communicate
inside geographically dispersed groups while managers tend to have more
communicating pairs both inside and outside the groups. Managers are expected to have
the highest communication linkages and therefore should take the lower right position
within each group. In three of the four instances possible managers take the lower right
position. It would be expected that the project manager (#26) would have the most
communications for the Strategic Business Group inside Building 2901. Surprisingly, an
engineer (#16) is found to have more linkages. This reveals a limitation of studying only
a portion of the product development team.
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Figure A4. Communication Netgraph Showing Partitions and Colors Sorted
by Geographically Dispersed Locations
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Figure 25. Communication Netgraph Showing Partitions and Colors by Geographically
Disper~d Locations, Ordering and Color by Communication Frequency
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The entire MICfOR project itself represents a fairly small group. A larger project
would have more complex linkages and would provide a richer analysis. Since the group
size studied was fairly small, mostly direct linkages between groups exist such as the
linkages connecting 101-38th St. and Building 2901 in Figures 24 and 25. In larger
groups where all members fill out the questionnaires, it is interesting to observe linkages
between groups. In larger studies, it is likely that some linkages would be accomplished
through secondary linkages, such as Building 2901 which links Building 2801 to the rest
of the groups. This is the case since Building 2801 has members that only communicate
with themselves and Building 2901. It is also dangerous drawing conclusions about the
project when sampling a smaller section of the development team when other teanl
members are communicating as well.
While Figures 24 and 25 depict communication analysis only of the members
filling our questionnaires, Figure 26 shows a netgraph of the extended product
development team that includes all members that communicated with the team menlbers
as indicated by questionnaires but who did not fill out questionnaires themselves. See
Appendix B where a sample questionnaire is shown and to which additional names could
be added.
Figure 26 shows all of the project team's communication captured through
questionnaires. Bold partitions divide locations and thin partitions divide organizational
boundaries within locations. Positions of team members have been ordered based on the
number of communication linkages. Red blocks depict communication linkages between
managers and all other team members which primarily consist of manager to manager
and manager to engineer contacts. In all the groups where questionnaires were filled out.
managers take the lower right hand position or highest number of communicating pairs.
From this analysis, it is clear that the project manager (#26) plays a central role and has
many communication linkages with all groups but one. This contrasts with the myopic
view of Figure 25 which reveals an engineer (#16) taking the lower right position.
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Extended team communication linkages, observable in Figure 26, show the centrality of
the Strategic Business Group members establishing linkages with many other contacts.
both within AMP and to vendors and customers as well.
The analysis of the extended project team reveals most linkages that span
geographical locations communicate on an infrequent basis. Yet most inter-group
communication occurs on a regular basis. This can be observed by inspecting Figures 29
and 30.
While some infrequent communication linkages are established to remote groups,
it is assumed that all were perceived as important for product development, otherwise
they would not have been indicated on questionnaires. Some groups such as a testing
organization (Pax St.) were well linked to other team members but were not included in
the weekly sampling so internal communications within their group cannot be monitored.
Linkages to the customer and vendor are indicated in this analysis but communication
within these external organizations was not part of the study. Even though vendors and
customers play an important role in development, they did not complete questionnaires so
their complete responses were not obtained.
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Figure 26. Communication Netgraph of Extended Product Development Team
with Partitions by Geographically Dispersed Groups
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Recommendations Based on Communication Analysis
The communication analysis reveals significant face to face communication and
linkages between groups. Without exploring how much groups should be communicating
it is difficult to conclude that communication is adequate or whether measures need to be
taken to improve linkages between groups. If groups are linked with communicating
pairs, it is assumed that there is good reason for them to communicate. Observing a high
level of linkages across organizational and geographic boundaries indicates that son1e
inertia has been overcome to facilitate communication, but it does not reveal if
individuals are communicating with adequate frequency or to the right people.
Using communication netgraph analysis alone, it is easy to determine the patterns
of communication but difficult to determine if what is observed is optimal for the
organization. If no communication exists, it would be easier to determine major
breakdowns in organizational linkages. When moderate communication exists, other
means of measuring the expected communication need to be linked to communication
netgraphs. Having management and project team members inspect communication
netgraphs is one way of discovering the validity or breakdown of communication.
Another, more systematic way which is explored in the next section compares predicted
communication to actual communication based on the DSM analysis.
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Comparison Between the DSM and Communication Netgraph
The DSM indicates what tasks should be performed to bring the product to market
and shows who is responsible for which tasks. In addition, the DSM shows the important
flows of information that should take place. Questionnaires distributed to team meolbers
form the basis of communication analysis. This section compares the predicted
communication from the DSM, to the actual communication obtained from
questionnaires, with the goal of exploring several hypotheses about the DSM and
communication in product development.
We conducted two major categories of comparisons. The first converted DSM
information into a predicted communication netgraph framework. This transformation is
based on the assumption that the DSM represents "should be" information. Within this
context, patterns of communication as well as communication frequency and direction of
information flow were compared. The second major comparison transformed actual
communication information into a DSM format and overlay the DSM constructed for the
project. Through these comparisons, we compared actual patterns, frequency and
directionality of information flow while exploring five hypotheses and developing six
observations. The methodology used to conduct these comparisons are presented in the
Data Collection and Analysis section IV. Through this analysis, we gained a better
understanding of information flows within product development, as well as relevant input
for validating and improving the DSM framework.
Hypothesis Testing and Observations
Hypothesis 1. Actual communication linkages that take place in product developnlent
should be represented by the DSM.
Analysis of predicted communication flows taken from the DSM, compared to
actual communication flows, shows that some forms of communication that took place
have not been predicted by the DSM. Figure 27 represents the predicted communication
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linkages in blue aggregated from the DSM. The blue blocks represent all potential
communication linkages that could exist from the DSM. Conversion of the DSM into
communication data is explained in section IV, Data Collection and Analysis. Red
indicates the actual communication linkages that took place as sampled from the
questionnaires. Purple indicates where there is an overlap between predicted and actual
communication linkages. This analysis encompasses all of the people filling out
questionnaires as well as those with whom they communicate that do not fill out
questionnaires.
In this representation, no red blocks should exist if all communication linkages
were predicted by the DSM. Actual communication consists of 86 established linkages
with 42 relationships predicted by the DSM.
Communication Links:
Predicted by the DSM
Measured from
questionnaires
Matched between DSM &
questionnaires
# of Occurrences
152
86
42
Communication Density
13.5%
7.6%
3.7%
Actual communication predicted by the DSM: 48.8%
This represents the percentage of actual communication linkages that were predicted by
the DSM. While the predicted communication was relatively high compared to the total
measured communication linkages, 51.2% of all contacts were not predicted. While this
disproves the general hypothesis that all communication flows are modeled by the DSM,
it is important to explore the reasons the unpredicted communication took place.
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Observation 1. Although approximately half of the communication that occurred was
not predicted, the majority of these communication linkages, while important, do not
require representation in the DSM.
The pareto in Figure 28 depicts the reasons for unpredicted communication. This
analysis reveals that 38.7% of the information flows occurred because of information
linkages that have been identified as 'informal' communication flows, in which advice
was sought on a technical basis from someone inside the group (11.4%) or outside the
immediate location (27.3%). These may be critical information flows that need to be
facilitated. They can take place by chance, as in bumping into someone in the hall and
engaging in a conversation where important information is passed or as structured as
contacting a technical expert to help solve a problem. Communication flows of this type
are not plannable and should not receive representation in the DSM. However, this does
Figure 28. Pareto Analysis Summarizing Reasons for Unpredicted Communication
%of
#ofCommun. Unpredicted Generalized
Reason for communication linka~e Linka~es Commun. Categorv
External group consultant contacted
InformalNot planned contact 12 27.3%
Contacts
Internal Group Consultant contacted 5 11.4% 38.7%
Not planned contact
Requires
Regular work conducted but missed by representation
DSM: Engineer - Engineer contact 10 22.7% 22.7%
Regular work conducted but missed by
9 20.4% Requires noDSM: Manager - Engineer contact
represe ntation
Regular work conducted but missed by 8 18.2% 38.6%
DSM: Manager - Manager contact
Total: 44 100% 100%
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not diminish their importance, and measures should be taken to facilitate this transfer of
information. 1
The remaining 61.3% of communication consists of regular work conducted by
managers and engineers that is part of their job and plannable to a certain extent, but
communication not predicted ahead of time with the DSM. A further breakdown into
categories shows that 22.7% of this was engineer-to-engineer contacts. When queried
about the nature of the communication, engineers reported that they were completing
tasks that were moderately "plannable" ahead of time. These communications which
represent 11.4% of the total communication linkages should have been discovered in the
planning process and recorded in the DSM. While the majority of these communications
occurred with engineers that were briefly questioned on the DSM information, perhaps
they were not questioned adequately or situations changed slightly since the time initial
planning was complete.
The remaining 38.6% of unpredicted communication exists because of managers
establishing contacts with engineers or other managers. This form of communication is
difficult to predict. Where it did occur when managers were working on tasks
identifiable ahead of time, who became involved in the project could not be precisely
defined. Due to the evolving nature of the project, other communication linkages became
necessary. While it is true that some of these contacts could have been discovered by
continually querying managers, the benefit of actually planning these linkages (if they are
in fact plannable), may be minimal. While these contacts are closely tied with infonnal
communication linkages, it is also important to note that they are all relatively low in
frequency.
This analysis reveals that some forms of communication exist beyond the
predictions of the DSM. The DSM should have predicted 60% of all communication that
took place, yet in this case 48.8% was actually predicted. The remaining communication
1 T. Allen, Managing the Flow of Technology. Cambridge, MA: (MIT Press, 1986).
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unpredicted may be important to product development, certainly in the case where
internal or external consultants were used, but do not require representation on the OSM.
Informal communication is unpredictable and communication between managers or
engineers is not critical to plan ahead of time.
Allen classifies communication into three types: coordination, information and
inspiration.2 Coordination represents communication needed to coordinate tasks or
conduct work. Information is communication that creates learning where new know ledge
is gained, such as receiving instruction on new computer software. Inspiration is where
new ideas are created but with the same previous knowledge, as in a brainstorming
session to solve a problem. For product development all three types of communication
are important and require facilitation. However, only coordination is reliably plannable
and represented within the DSM. Using the DSM should facilitate coordination type
information, whereas other factors such as cultural barriers and leadership styles may
affect inspiration and information.
Observation 2. Communication flows not predicted by the DSM are low frequency
communications.
Analyzing the frequency of each communication linkage reveals that the vast
majority of high frequency communications are predicted by the DSM. High frequency
communication linkages are defined as occurring at least 8 out of 11 times, or at least
73%. These are indicated in red in Figures 29 and 30. Figure 29 shows all
communication linkages predicted by the DSM. Figure 30 reveals the communication
linkages by frequency that were not predicted by the DSM. 9.1% of the highest (red) and
moderate (blue) communication linkages were not predicted. Failure to predict the high
frequency communication linkage was due to not applying the DSM diligently enough.
while the two failures in predicting the moderate level communication linkages occurred
because of unpredicted informal communication requirements.
2 Conversation with Professor Allen and V. George, May 7, 1993.
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Figure 29. Actual Communication Linkages that were also Predicted by the
DSM, Partitions Segregating Geographically Dispersed Groups and Divisions
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Figure 30. Actual Communication Linkages Not Predicted by the DSM,
Partitions Segregating Geographically Dispersed Groups and Divisions
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Observation 3. Actual communication flows not predicted by the DSM are more likely
to be intra-group communications that span geographical regions.
The majority of actual communications that were predicted were within groups
that were located in the same geographical location (intra-group communication), as
shown by the density of communication in Figures 29 and 30. Actual communications
that were not predicted to occur had a higher likelihood when the communication linkage
spanned geographical regions (inter-group communication). Computing the average
inter- and intra-group communication densities show that communication linkages
occurred more likely inside geographical boundaries. This may be due to the fact that the
major group polled for constructing the DSM responded more effectively to the
questionnaires. It also could indicate that intra-group coordination is more difficult to
predict. Perhaps more time in DSM gathering should be focused at evaluating the
accuracy of intra-group linkages.
Intra-Group Density Inter-Group Density
Predicted Communication (Fig. 29)
Unpredicted Communication (Fig. 30)
% of Total Predicted Communication
18.1%
13.7%
56.9%
1.6%
2.6%
38.1%
Hypothesis 2. For product development projects, the DSM predicts all critical flows of
information that will actually occur.
This hypothesis is important to test in order to validate the DSM as a reasonable
product development planning tool. In essence, exploring this hypothesis determines the
reasons for the blue blocks in Figure 28, the links predicted by the DSM where no actual
link took place. There are a number of reasons predicted links can exist where no actual
communication may take place. Since more than one person is responsible for each task.
it is possible that a subgroup met to complete the tasks and there was no requirement for
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the other members of the team to communicate. For this reason the marks represent a
"potential" set of links in which critical flows should be processed.
Due to the data collection method of sampling once a week, the communication
measured through questionnaires represents only a fraction of the actual communication
that took place. We did not expect that all of the actual links that took place would be
recorded. Determining the reasons why predicted links did not take place is much more
difficult than determining why an event took place. Thus, a pareto analysis of the reasons
for unfulfilled communication linkages is difficult to create.
Given these constraints, high frequency communication predicted in the DSM
should still show up in the communication data. High frequency communication is an
indication of tasks that require significant coordination and frequent interactions. If two
individuals were predicted to communicate frequently, this can arise because of a single
task requiring significant communication or many smaller tasks that result in many
combination occurrences. Results from observation 2 show that high frequency
communication has a strong likelihood of being predicted. Tasks that involve daily
communication, in which people working on a task communicate several times a day to
five times a week, should be reflected in the actual communication data gathered.
In order to fully"explore this hypothesis, more intensive data collection must be
conducted, where a very high percentage of communication occurring must be captured.
Then a pareto analysis of the blue blocks in Figure 28 will be relevant to explore.
Hypothesis 3. For predicted communication linkages that actually took place, frequently
predicted communications should occur with the predicted intensity.
Pursuing this hypothesis will enable researchers of product development to
determine if transfers between upstream and downstream tasks take place with the
anticipated frequency. Barriers that may inhibit communication include architecture.
personality, cultural differences, conflict among management, and lack of senior
management support. The proximity barrier effect shown in Figure 23 is also potentially.
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significant. This is the phenomenon observed by Allen in which people that work in
close proximity have a higher probability of communicating. It is important to determine
if in product development members communicate at the intensity expected based on the
task required and regardless of geographical distance or other barriers. If communication
exists despite barriers, what modes of communication were primarily relied upon and
how were these barriers smoothed?
The data presented in Figure 31 predict the communication intensity for the
communicating pairs. The groups are partitioned by location and organizational
boundaries. High frequency communications linkages that have been predicted should
actually occur regardless of barriers to validate this hypothesis. We cannot make this
comparison directly because of the sampling method undertaken to collect
communication information. Since questionnaires were filled out once a day, requesting
daily communication, Figure 32 is a conservative representation of actual communication
frequency. The actual communication intensity could be five times higher than reported.
Without reliable, daily information about communication intensity, this hypothesis is
difficult to explore. A scaling factor can be applied to increase the actual communication
but it was not felt it would represent believable information to compare to the predicted.
This does not leave us completely empty-handed. The communication frequency
for this analysis is measured in number of communication occurrences recorded over the
period of data collection (11 weeks). Since linkages represented in Figures 31 and 32
were predicted by the DSM and were represented in the measured communication data. it
is clear that each communication linkage shown is necessary for the project. Further
analysis of this data led us to observation #4.
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Figure 31. Overlapping Predicted Communication Relationships, Color by Intensity of
Information Flow and Partitions Segregating Geographically Dispersed Groups
Communication Frequency
Upper 31.1 % •
Middle 31.1 % •
Lower 37.8% •
Figure 32. Overlapping Actual Communication Relationships, Color by Intensity of
Information Flow and Partitions Segregating Geographically Dispersed Groups
Communication Frequency
Upper 37.8% •
Middle 29.2% •
Lower 27.0% •
Ii. Actual less than
Predicted Freq.
o Actual the same
as Predicted Freq.
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o Actual more thanPredicted Freq.
Note: The division of communication frequency into exact thirds was not possible in
AGNI due to the disparity in the number of occurrences between predicted and actual
communications. Ideally, high, medium and low frequency communications can be
divided into equal percentages for predicted and actual analyses. Since this was not
possible, the percentage of upper, middle and lower are shown for predicted
communication in Figure 31 and actual in Figure 32.
Observation 4. For the predicted communication linkages that actually took place, the
communication intensity should be equal to or lower than the communication frequency
predicted by the DSM.
While Hypothesis 3 cannot be directly explored with the data obtained, a
comparison of Figures 31 and 32 shows that the actual intensity of communication
linkages should be less than or equal to the predicted intensity. This is due to the fact that
the sampling of communication information took place once a week, which should
capture only a fraction of the communications that take place. The measured
communication frequency is a conservative estimate of the actual communication that
takes place. If the predicted communication intensity is low, then it is expected that the
actual intensity will be the same or less than the predicted intensity. This seems to hold
true for the majority of cases; 64.9% of the total communication linkages had lower or
the same communication frequency as expected.
Actual Communication Total Inter-Group Intra-Group
FreQuency Linka~es Linka~es Linka~es
higher than predicted: 35.1% (13) 42.1 % (8) 27.8% (5)
same as predicted 51.4% (19) 52.6% (10) 50.0% (9)
lower than predicted 13.5% (5) 5.3% (1) 22.2% (4)
TOTAL: 100% (37) 100% (19) 100% (18)
Note: Parenthesis indicate number of communication linkages; data obtained from values in Figure 32.
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It is surprising that 35.1 % (13/37) of the linkages have higher than predicted
communication frequency. This represents stronger communication linkages than would
be expected from just coordination type communication. Of these higher than expected
linkages, the majority 61.5% (8/13) occur with intra-group linkages. This indicates that
higher than just coordination type communication exists mostly inside groups. In fact,
within groups 94.7% (18/19) of the linkages communicated at least the same or more than
the coordination level predicted by the DSM. This is not surprising given past studies
that indicate higher levels of communication within groups in the same location. This
suggests that higher levels of communication are expected within groups in the same
location and this communication likely consists of all types. It makes sense to think of
significant inspiration and some information type communication occurring with informal
contacts in one's immediate surroundings.
The higher than predicted communication linkages also reveal that when
coordination requires people to communicate across geographic boundaries, in 50C7£-
(9/18) of the cases they do so at least as frequently as required, and 27.8% (5/18)
communicate with higher than expected frequency. Due to the limited sampling of actual
communication, this does not mean that 50% of the occurrences did not communicate
adequately. However, the existence of almost 30% of the high frequency intra-group
linkages suggests that the proximity barrier does not completely limit product
development, and that coordination takes place when required. It is plausible that
geographic barriers are overcome when necessary, and in some cases greater than
coordination type communication exists. This does not rule out the fact that it is much
more likely for all types of communication to exist within groups at the same location. It
is also possible that inter- and intra- group communication are inherently distinctive and
each should serve a specific purpose. Since this observation represents a relatively small
data set and only higher than predicted linkages can be explored, a larger study is
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required to confirm this finding and a detailed analysis of why higher than predicted
communication occurs should be pursued.
Observation 5. For communicating pairs that work in the same location, it is likel v that
communication occurs more often than predicted. "'
29.7% of the linkages had a higher frequency of communication than predicted.
73% of the instances in which higher than predicted communication frequency occurred
were in inter-group linkages. In the Strategic Business Group, 45% of all internal group
communication took place with higher frequency than predicted. This is not surprising
since people that work in the same group may have a tendency to communicate more
frequently than is required by the project. Informal communication plays a large role in
this higher inter-group communication and possibly greater communication was required
due to problems arising in the project. There are also fewer barriers for communication
within the same workplace where organizational and structural barriers are diminished. If
this communication exists in a cross-functional team, there is a likelihood that it is
beneficial.3 However, increased inter-group communication is shown not to correlate to
increased performance. 4
Hypothesis 4. For the communication linkages predicted that actually took place, the
directionality of information flow predicted from the DSM should be accurately shown in
the actual communication results.
The DSM predicts the directionality of information transfer through indicating a
mark on the row of a task that requires information. Thus, those assigned to this task
need information from the upstream or downstream task indicated. Likewise,
respondents filling out communication questionnaires indicated the directionality of
information flow through the use of a scale from 1, meaning information received. to 7.
3 Dougherty correlated increased interfunctional communication in product development with
perfonnance. Dougherty, 1987.
4 Allen studied twin projects in which increased communication inside groups did not correlate with
increased performance. Allen's work shows that for engineers there is an inverse relationship between
extraorganizational communication and performance, while there is a direct relation between
intraorganizational communication and performance. Allen, 1986, p.140.
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indicating information given. Through averaging the responses from individuals, we can
obtain the average directionality between them. Determination of directionality is
discussed in detail in section IV. The top 1/3 of directionality indicates information
giving, middle 1/3 information sharing and bottom 1/3 information receiving. The
majority of respondents fell into the middle 1/3, or the information sharing region.
Information Giving:
Information Sharing:
Information Receiving:
Predicted Directionality
15%
70%
15%
Actual Directionality
14.7%
70.6%
14.7%
Figure 33 indicates information flow directionality. The predicted directionality
from the DSM is shown from this analysis. In Figure 33, blue indicates the predicted
communication linkage, red indicates the actual communication linkage, and purple
indicates where both predicted and actual communication overlap. Since this
representation takes into account directionality, a pair of marks describe the directionality
of information flow for a single communication linkage. The legend describes the
combination of color patterns for each communicating pair.
In 27 out of the 37 linkages the directionality was predicted correctly,
representing 73% of the directionality information. However, this is slightly misleading
because we can only reliably predict shared information flow.
Hypothesis S. For each mark on the DSM in which one-way flow of information is
predicted, two-way flow of information may exist.
Even though directionality can be predicted, only two-way or shared information
flow can be predicted reliably, where one-way or directional flow of information is rarely
predicted accurately. Upon closer investigation of Figure 33, one-way information was
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Figure 33. Comparison of Predicted Versus Actual Directionality of Information
Flow with Partitions Segregating Geographically Dispersed Groups
Information Flow Direction Dq>icted by Combining Pairs of Color Block~
Predicted Communication Only •
Actual Communication Only •
Both Predicted and •
Actual
DSM Predicts Direction Actual DirectiOl Color Combinatior # of Occurences
two way '<> two way 1l1li(> • • 19
one way > same way > • 1
two way '<> one way > • • 7
one way > opposite way llII( • • 3
one way >- two way 1l1li(> • • 7
-
I
T
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predicted accurately 9.1 % (1/11) or the time, while shared information flow was
predicted accurately 73.1 % (19/26) of the time. In fact, 63.6% of the time (7/11), one-
way flow of information was predicted yet two-way flow existed. This helps in DSM
construction because the directionality of information is often shared information rather
than interpreted as passing in a single direction, say, from upstream to downstream tasks.
Where a mark exists indicating the information flow, the opposite mark across the
diagonal is also likely to exist, indicating information flow in the opposite direction.
In cases where two-way flow of information is suspected, a bold mark on the DSM
should represent the anticipated primary flow of information, and a shaded mark across
the diagonal on the DSM should represent the opposite flow of information.
Observation 6. Transforming actual communication information into a DSM format
reveals the multiple requirements that team members must meet for a variety of product
development tasks.
Figure 34 shows the actual communication data mapped onto the DSM for the
two major stages under development during communication sampling. The construction
of this framework is described in section IV. In this comparison, the DSM marks are
uppercase letters repeated from earlier analysis, while actual communication occurrences
are indicated by a series of ovals. Actual communication marks represent communication
linkages that actually took place but it is not clear what task was being coordinated during
the communication instance. It seems that the DSM should be covered with actual
communication linkages, at least for the high-frequency DSM values (represented with
A's on the DSM). Inmost cases, this proves to be true. For the concurrent engineering
blocks for tasks 26-28 and 30-32, the same person is mainly responsible for these tasks.
Since it does not make sense to communication with oneself, it is expected that no
communication marks exist in certain concurrent engineering blocks. For the DSM .
. perhaps tasks that are completed by the same person should be represented as a single
task.
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Figure 34. Actual Communication Occurrences Represented on the DSM Framework
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Figure 34 shows a significant number of tasks that could be coordinated with
meetings of the team members that did in fact occur. From this representation, it is clear
that most tasks are done by more than one person and that there is significant potential for
communication between subgroups. However, not all of this communication is necessary
to accomplish tasks since one person may coordinate and complete a task where the
representation indicates that all members working on that tasks should meet. Those
individuals with many linkages are likely to hold meetings to coordinate several tasks.
In several instances not all DSM values are covered by actual communication
marks. This may be due to several sources of error. Directionality was included in
Figure 34, which means that one-way information records a mark on one side of the
diagonal and two-way, or shared information, records marks on both sides of the
diagonal. If directionality is wrong, and two-way information exists when one-way is
recorded, some communication marks in Figure 34 are missing. Also, the timing of the
anticipated tasks and what was actually completed may not have been matched precisely,
or the task on the DSM may have been completed without requiring coordination. It is
possible that due to the sampling rate, the communication for that task may have been
missed. Finally, the assignment of the high communication marks on the DSM may not
be the tasks that require the most communication.
Having more complete communication data will make this analysis more relevant.
In order to minimize error, we recommend another analysis in which directionality is not
included, creating a DSM that is broken down by one person per task, and ensuring that
the communication frequency marks on the DSM are accurate. With this revised
framework it is possible to learn that marks on the DSM that do not correspond to actual
communication render the DSM invalid in some circumstances.
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Summary of Results
This section summarizes the major findings from the study. Suggestions for
further study and recommendations to improve research tools are discussed in the next
section.
The DSM is foremost a planning tool where further uses in small development
projects have been explored. The DSM can be used to plan for product development, to
manage resources, and to create organizational designs for product development. Co-
located, cross-functional teams can be constructed where the DSM is used to determine
who should be located on a project when based on the concurrent engineering blocks on
the DSM. A work plan can be created with DSMs for several projects, and conflicts
between projects can be effectively managed. Improvements to the DSM are discussed in
the Conclusions, section VI.
The communication netgraph is an efficient representation of communication
patterns that exist in an organization. Using AGNI to construct communication
netgraphs, the actual communication linkages can be interpreted by management or used
by researchers to validate if they are appropriate. Through network analysis AGNI
reveals communication linkages, frequency of communication for established links and
segregation of links based on distinctive organizational characteristics. Improvements to
AGNI are discussed in Conclusions, section VI.
Comparing the communication predicted by the DSM to the actual
communication enabled us to draw the conclusions summarized below:
• Approximately one-half of communication that actually took place was predicted.
Only 10% of the communication that is not predicted should be represented and can be
obtained by more thoroughly applying the DSM. This can be accomplished by
revising the DSM data collection method by using a questionnaire distributed to
engineers to focus on learning about communication links that occur outside
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immediate groups. The remaining 40% of unpredicted communication not predicted
represents informal communication and communication conducted by managemen t.
Much of this communication is likely for inspiration and information, and though
important, will not benefit from representation in the DSM, which is more appropriate
for reflecting coordination type communication.
• Higher than predicted communication will likely exist between members of the same
geographical location. Much of this communication may be imponant to facilitate
product development, yet it represents informal contacts. There comes a point where
diminishing returns on communication have been achieved. In other words, for each
additional communication that occurs the marginal benefit is decreased untillittk
additional benefit is derived from the contact. At this point, time spent exercising
other communication links, perhaps outside the immediate group, will provide more
benefit for the time spent.
• It is plausible that communication spanning geographic barriers in product
development is overcome when necessary, and in some cases greater than coordination
type communication exists. This does not rule out the fact that it is much more likely
for all types of communication to exist within groups at the same location. It is also
possible that inter- and intra- group communication are inherently distinctive and each
should serve a specific purpose.
• The vast majority of directionality of information flow is shared or two-way
information. While the historical DSM interprets a mark in the matrix as directional
information flow, in fact the flow of information is most likely perceived as being
shared. The DSM framework should be revised so that primary information flows can
be boldly represented on one side of the diagonal while a shaded mark indicates the
shared information relationship that is likely to exist.
• Many possible tasks can be coordinated when product development team members
communicate and when communication takes place it is plausible that individuals
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coordinate many tasks rather than just one. For members of the organization that have
been identified as having many potential links with others based on coordination
requirements, meetings could be regularly scheduled. Coordination and task
responsibilities can be recorded on the DSM as shown in this analysis, and the DSM
can be used to identify likely candidates for scheduled meetings.
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VI CONCLUSIONS
While this study cannot conclusively state new findings because of the limi ted
communication samples obtained and relatively small project size studied, the data
available suggests some interesting conclusions. Most importantly this work defines a
viable research methodology for studying the DSM and exploring product development
communication characteristics. Since many frameworks have proven insightful, there is
significant room to extend this work. This section provides suggestions for improving
research tools and describes topics for future study.
Suggestions for Improving Research Tools
Suggested DSM Improvements
The most important aspect about the DSM that has been realized from this study
is that the DSM is a planning model whose usefulness is only as good as the planning
process. If the organization does not conduct planning, they will not use the DSM
framework, and if they do not understand the model and actively collect and understand
the inputs to the model, the model will not be used for decision making. Some
enhancements of the DSM are important to increase its useability and applicability for
managing product development projects. The DSM is at a stage of development where
organizations within industry should explore it further under supervision from MIT.
• For any organization to use the DSM it must believe in a thorough planning
effort or be convinced that up-front problem solving is important for product
development.
• In future DSM projects, organizations that wish to explore the model should
involve management with the modeling process. This active involvement will
facilitate the use of DSM as a decision-making tool. Without active
involvement, the model will not be used.
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• In order for industry to use the DSM modeling method, a facilitated interface is
required so that minimal time is wasted in creating the frameworks in
spreadsheets. Computer software can be written that will facilitate the use of
the DSM, such as inputting tasks and people assignments, and creating DS M
frameworks from a database. This software can be linked to other project
planning tools such as Mac Project in which the detailed data for the DSM
can also be used as a driver for other packages that facilitate project
management.
• When creating the DSM, vision from management should be integrated but
engineers should offer input for specific required tasks. Flow charts should be
used to represent and refine input from management. Then a questionnaire
should be sent to engineers to collect specific task information. The flow chart
and questionnaires should be used to construct a preliminary DSM. Interviews
with engineers should be conducted after the questionnaires have been
analyzed and the preliminary DSM shown to engineers for refinement. The
final DSM should then be constructed.
• When constructing the questionnaire and conducting interviews, particular
attention should be given to tasks that require coordination with other groups
that are geographically dispersed. Analysis of data reveals that more thought
may be required to plan communication flows accurately.
• When constructing the DSM, anticipated one-way information transfer has a
high likelihood of actually becoming two-way transfer of information. The
primary information transfer should be bolded and instances in which a
corresponding feedback of information transfers is thought likely, an opposite
mark on the DSM should be recorded as lightly shaded.
Suggested AGNI Improvements
AGNI has proven itself invaluable in conducting network analysis and
representing communication information. The communication netgraph has been
particularly useful in analyzing patterns of communication links and frequency of
communication, as well as in tailoring the framework to represent directionality
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information. Representing the DSM and potential communication netgraph has been the
most useful framework for comparing predicted and actual communications. Some
additional features to AGNI would be useful for future researchers interested in pursuing
this type of research:
• For researchers learning AGNI, there are many computer systems that the user
must be familiar with in order to obtain useful results. This is time
consuming since the user must have a working knowledge of UNIX, EMACS.
transfer protocols for converting AGNI data into formats, and of
course AGNI itself. There would be fewer barriers to using AGNI if the
number of interfaces to AGNI were minimized.
• In order to smooth the barriers to using AGNI. documentation of AGNI and
particularly how to interface with AGNI to get information to and from the
software is critical for enhancing the useability of AGNI. At the very
minimum, some rudimentary documentation should be provided on accessing
AGNI, the formats for data entry and means to get usable information fron1
AGNI in PC and MAC formats. This is especially important since
programmers and AGNI architects are currently the only resources of
information.
• Communication data used by AGNI is also very useful information for input
into statistical packages. It is cumbersome to share the same data used by
AGNI and to use AGNI output by statistical analysis since the data must be
entered separately into each tool. It would be helpful to have an easy way to
interface with a statistical package or possibly provide some rudimentary
statistical functions within AGNI.
• The most difficult aspect of using communication information is to provide an
easy way to aggregate periodic communication information. Software should
be written to provide an easy means of aggregating data, giving the user several
options for aggregating communication frequency. This software should also
take into account the number of surveys completed, conflicts between
respondents and directionality of information flow.
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Recommended Future Initiatives
There are several opportunities to extend this work as well as to pursue research.
Future initiatives can be categorized into three areas: more rigorous analysis of data,
exploring more hypotheses, and general communication studies in product development.
Study Communication in DSM Versus Non-DSM Projects
Since the DSM should enhance up-front problem solving and increase
coordination between all project members, critical coordination information flows should
be enhanced by the use of the DSM. Using the DSM should improve coordination and
interfunctional communication between team members, especially up-stream and
downstream links. To validate the DSM, two projects should be studied simultaneously.
One should actively use the DSM and the other should use standard methods. Both
projects should take place within the same company and should have as many similarities
as possible. This study can be modeled after several previous ones that center on twin
projects.
In implementing the DSM, recommendations from this project as well as others
that have studied some aspect of the DSM can be incorporated and actively impleOlented
to manage a product development project. The project should be started early enough to
get involved with the planning stages and the project manager should be confident
enough with the DSM that it can be used to structure and manage the project. Ideally the
project will be mid-sized so that it is large enough so that the DSM will be useful in
reducing the complexity of management, but not too large so that the task of generating
DSM data is overly cumbersome. Team members can be made aware of others on the
project and coordination mechanisms put in place.
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Study a Larger Product Development Project
A larger study based on the work of predicting communication with the DSM and
measuring actual communication should be pursued. This study should be conducted
with a larger concurrent engineering project. The project size should encompass at least
seventy-five people organized in teams of cross-functional teams that span organizational
and geographic boundaries, so that more communication linkages can be studied. The
results of this project should be validated and the hypotheses fully explained. In order to
accomplish this, a much more comprehensive form of collecting communication
information should be conducted in which a very high percentage of all communication is
captured. Since filling out daily questionnaires is cumbersome and likely not to be
completed by many engineers, a more reliable method should be developed. Perhaps a
clip-on electronic device can be used in which all communications are recorded by the
engineer by punching in a sequence of numbers or letters to record the communicating
partner and medium used. This study should leverage the improvements in the DSM by
getting involved in the planning stages of the project.
Study Upstream/Downstream Links in Product Development
A communication study of this form should also be conducted in which a large,
geographically dispersed product development team is used to study the upstream and
downstream links between the different product development sub-groups and with
manufacturing. The DSM can be used to plan for the important information flows and
comprehensive data collection to determine if communication took place when required.
The current wisdom for implementing successful concurrent engineering dictates that a
high level of communication should exist between upstream and downstream links.
Because the upstream and downstream links often cross geographical, organizational and
cultural boundaries, it is worth predicting important links and determining if they occur
as predicted. AGNI would be an ideal tool for analyzing the predicted and actual
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communication links. In cases where both predicted and actual communication occur,
analysis should reveal why this link was sufficiently established, what barriers had to be
overcome, what medium was used to communicate, and what was the nature of the
information flow. If the link was not established, it is just as important to determine what
barrier prohibited the flow of information.
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APPENDIX A: RECOMMENDATIONS TO AMP FOR IMPROVING
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
This appendix uses the MICTOR example to characterize product development at
AMP's Strategic New Businesses Group and outlines recommendations made to AMP for
improving product development. Recommendations incorporate what was learned from
applying the DSM and Communication Netgraphs, as well as world class product
development concepts.
AMP has had a successful record of achievement in new product development,
with one of the highest applied for ratings for patents of any US based company.
Historically they have been aggressive new product developers. They have successfully
capitalized on their core technology which is built around electrical interconnect devices
that do not require solder. Because many characteristics of the MICTOR project may be
specific and not generalizable, a larger more comprehensive study of AMP product
development techniques is required to understand the depth and variety of product
development expertise within AMP. The goal of these recommendations is to evaluate
the case example studied and provide feedback for general product development
improvements. Since the case resides in the Strategic Business Group, recommendations
will be tailored to this organization.
Characterization of the Product Development Case Study
Within the Strategic Business and Technology organizations at AMP, employees
view product development as a mystical art in which new products have originated fron1
the minds of great designers. This entrepreneurship in developing and building
businesses around new product introductions has played a significant role in the success
of AMP, Inc. A process is rarely well defined ahead of time by the product manager. and
the manager is analogous to a highly experienced waterman who has learned to
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successfully negotiate the rapids of a violent river without knowing exactly what lies
ahead. The expertise in this practice is personal and builds slowly over time, while few
methods other than rotational assignments and individual practice are put in place for
organizational learning and overall continuous improvement. The manager rarely
implements planning tools to plan for sharp corners or unforeseen rocks; rather, his
expertise is relied upon to react to changes as the situation develops. There is little
reflection and focus on past events other than for people riding the current. This lack of
process definition and planning likely causes inefficiencies while the opportunity to learn
more effectively from past product development projects is lost.
In the development of the MICTOR product, the use of a project manager who
has strong control over product development has been instrumental in accomplishing
product development objectives. This person is the expert rower, and Clark and Fujimoto
would characterize this individual as a heavy weight project manager.l However, some
distinct differences exist. This individual is uniquely capable of carrying out a significant
portion of the work himself, including technical competence and expertise in product,
tooling and machine design, as well as exerting management control over the project.
For the high level of autonomy and level of control over product development, this
project manager is referred to as the product champion. The product champion is a
highly experienced product designer who is often the person that develops the conceptual
idea for the product and manages the project through initial manufacturing and product
introduction. This person is responsible for developing a new business based on the
product, yet another manager may be responsible for high volume manufacturing. The
product champion who originates the product idea begins with few resources and as the
project progresses, acquires resources from management. The project champion has
1 K. Clark and T. Fujimoto, Product Development Performance: Strategy, Organization. and
Management in the World Auto Industry. (Harvard Business School Press. 1991).
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significant autonomy in developing product design, project objectives and all phases of
development.
There are significant incentives for product champions to perform as the initiator
of successful new products. Entrepreneurship and the development of new products is
not only a personally rewarding experience for product champions but internal
recognition plays a significant role as an incentive. Product champions are also
motivated by having autonomy to bring their product ideas to market
Since the Strategic Businesses group has limited internal resources, resources
required to develop new products may be required outside the immediate organization
and outside of AMP as well. In MICfOR's case, the use of vendors played a significant
role in product development. Even though this proved highly beneficial in achieving
short term objectives of meeting immediate deadlines, significant learning outside the
organization took place to develop the family of products. This external learning
occurred in the area in which AMP has struggled for years to develop expertise, yet these
areas internal to AMP were not leveraged due to the organizational structure of AMP
itself. Historically, the organizational structure accentuated strong functional disciplines
such as stamping, molding and technologies. Managers of the strong functional
disciplines set the priorities for work within the departments, which many times conflict
with priorities of project managers. Conflicts must be resolved at a higher level, yet
organizational partitions effectively prevent optimal attention to product development and
functional managers have significant autonomy to pursue personal agendas.
Operationally this increases the complexity of product development by overcoming
distortions imposed by organizational boundaries.
In order to maintain strong control over the development of MICTOR, the product
champion has relied extensively on vendors to develop products in order to meet product
objectives in a timely fashion. While outsourcing decisions are important and viable
options, management must reflect on decisions to involve vendors strategically to
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determine if relevant technologies are developed by vendors that may require duplication
in house or worse yet, available for capitalization by competitors.
Evaluation of the Product Champion Technique
The product champion technique has served AMP well in the past in developing
new interconnect devices. This section explores the pros and cons of this method of
product management. The most important component of this method is qualified talent
pool capable of the technical expertise in broad disciplines to conduct this type of
autocratic product development. Simply having the command of separate technologies is
not enough; one must have the ability to synergise them and effectively manage the
project. Without this important resource, which takes ultimate command over product
development, the method alone cannot stand. In order for product champions to be
effective in their market, they must understand and control the technology used for
creating new products.
Benefits of Product Champion Technique:
• Strong level of control enables product manager to instill desired product
features and push the product to customers quickly.
• Process is not bogged down in non-value added work such as excessive
meetings to determine what should be done.
Drawbacks of Product Champion Technique:
• Requires experienced human resource pool and dedicated resources to
implement decisions effectively.
• Limited organizational learning where others are involved with planning and
use problems as means for group learning and continuous improvement.
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• Rewards are personal rather than team based.
• Difficult to train requisite capabilities.
The role of the product champion is still viewed as a viable and potentially
important means of product development, but if this method is to be used, the produce
champion must have more information and resources at his or her disposal to conduct
development so that local optimums are not the only thing achieved. The time horizons
of product champions should be increased and incentives should be shared with other
members of the organization. Downstream team members should be involved earlier, and
more up front problem solving made the norm rather than the exception.
General Recommendations
Any recommendation for improving product development cannot be removed
from a strategic analysis of the market in which a business competes and the strategic
goals of the organization. Since AMP consists of many different businesses focused in
several different markets, the requirements for each business unit vary greatly. Having
the ability to adapt product development styles and methods based on the nature of
business and market is an important attribute.
Since the Strategic Business Group, to whom these recommendations are tailored,
has the charter of developing products that will create new business ventures for AMP,
their requirements dictate the highest degree of flexibility in developing products. This is
due to the wide range of market opportunities that may be explored by new product
introductions and the reliance on emerging technologies (not intrinsically core
technologies to AMP), that may be required to develop these new business opportunities.
With this in mind, the single case of product development studied for this project is taken
as an example, but should be only one of several forms of product development pursued.
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1. Create a process mapping for anticipated product development projects.
The frrst recommendation is a process structure for product development using the
DSM as a guide for building a product development map. The process structure creates a
framework for product development where engineering expertise is used to explore the
tasks required for a project, and where management identifies the resources and team
members needed to accomplish tasks. Product planning tools such as the DSM can
discern difficult areas of concurrent engineering, and ensure that proper attention is given
by management and that team members are available for critical tasks. Management
must inform team members of their own specific responsibilities and as well as those of
other members in order to facilitate and encourage internal coordination. Creating a
process map forces up front involvement of team members and initiates learning on the
project before the majority of work is begun. Breaking the project into easily discernible
phases enhances communication and project reviews can rely on closer scrutiny of the
immediate phase ahead, while planning can be conducted several phases ahead.
Management can reflect upon the previous phase to revisit what has been learned and
what should be done differently the next time.
2. When employing cross functional, Co-located teams, use the DSM to shape the
organizational design of project teams.
This method has received significant attention as a potential means of successfully
integrating team members for complex product development projects. Communication
effectiveness decreases with distance and other organizational barriers that can be
smoothed by co-locating teams and assimilating cultural groups. Co-location of
important team members conducting intensive interdependent tasks facilitates the
development of concurrent engineering blocks. The DSM can identify tasks and teanl
members that have the most intensive interdependent tasks to co-locate temporarily.
Individuals with more than one significant responsibility should be co-located with the
development team that has the most significant work requirements. Team members
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would move throughout the organization as products are developed, and the available
space allocated for transitioning team members.
3. Maintain positive control by product managers, but institute longer term
incentives and involve active participation of manufacturing management
earlier in the process.
Aggressive management by the product manager is beneficial for introducing
products quickly and retaining distinctive product characteristics. However, local
optimization by product champions may compromise the gains made earlier in the
project. Increase the degree of interaction between upstream and downstream tean1
members and involve the active management of higher volume manufacturing
management. For this to occur, those involved with higher volume production need to be
identified earlier in the project. Involve manufacturing management in the decision
process so that high volume manufacturing has an opportunity to affect product
development before they inherit a product with which they are not happy. This can begin
by identifying methods for high volume manufacturing earlier in the process and linking
incentives of the product champion to those of high volume manufacturing. If the
business group intended for the product cannot be readily identified, assign a
manufacturing contingent that will be responsible for incorporating manufacturing input
early enough in the project to impact product development.
4. Use the process map to identify engineers in concurrent engineering blocks that
should coordinate with downstream development tasks.
Up front problem solving can be enhanced using the DSM to identify tean1
members that conduct similar tasks. This planning process exercise in itself would be
beneficial for creating the process mapping once team members are identified by task.
The product champion should encourage coordination of individuals so that the
downstream customer within the organization has an opportunity to affect product
development before costly changes are required.
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s. Use the product development map to identify areas where and when specific
product development tools can be used.
Product managers and engineers can use the product development map to explore
the use of product development tools for specific phases of the project. Planning ahead,
project managers can develop and employ development tools that can be tailored for use
depending on the project. While many of these techniques may not be available
immediately to the product champion, management or technical advisors can identify
useful techniques and organizations within AMP that have significant experience with
their employment. The most effective tools for the job can be identified and modified for
use prior to the immediate time frame in which they are required. Expertise of AMP
worldwide can be leveraged for relevant expertise. While the employment of product
development tools may not make or break product development, the employment of the
right tool for the right application can provide some significant benefits. Some ideas for
the toolbox worth exploring are:
• Quality Function Deployment (QFD) - methodology to identify and develop
relevant product characteristics.
• Concept Engineeringl -methodology for defining the fuzzy front end of
product development where customer requirements are turned into product
requirements.
• Project management tools that project time schedules and identify critical
bottleneck tasks.
• Market analysis techniques to effectively analyze the size of potential markets
and the costs to enter the market.
• Computer Aided Engineering and Computer Aided Design packages to speed
the design of tooling. This includes mold flow analysis techniques.
1 A methodology for identifying customer requirements and creating product relevant product
requirements used and developed by Gary Burchill of MIT and the Center for Quality Management in
Boston.
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• New technologies to link geographically dispersed organizations that are
required to develop products, yet are many miles away. This includes
technologies already available such as group software to emerging
technologies that create virtual reality.
6. Formalize the role of technological gatekeepers so that the entire product
development team can tap into this important resource.
Formalize the role of several technological gatekeepers within the organization
that have responsibility for assisting product development. Team members should
recognize this person as an important and available resource and use that resource to
benefit product development. This has already been observed from communication
analysis but formalizing the role will increase the impact this person has on the
organization.
7. Reflect on past product development projects and use insights gained to institute
organizational learning.
In the spirit of Total Quality Management and continuous improvement, a process
outline of product development can be used to test new product development concepts.
document what was done correctly, and revise what is important for the next project
introduction.
Product development practices that have worked in the past may still be viable
means for successful product development in the future, incorporating distinct
improvements. Due to changing markets, an increasing demand for specialized products.
and the rapid pace of technological innovation, new schemes of conducting product
development must also be explored. Product development may still be characterized as
negotiating rapids, but more people within and outside the company can be leveraged for
their diverse expertise, and a map of the river drawn to plan for dangerous spots.
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APPENDIX B: COMMUNICATION NETGRAPH QUESTIONNAIRE
This questionnaire documented daily communication information. It was passed
out weekly to participating team members at the beginning of a randomly chosen work
day. The form was completed by the individual by indicating the person(s) with whom
he or she talked with about MICfOR work.
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Sloan School of Management
50 Memorial Drive
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
Survey of MICfOR Project Communication
This questionnaire is intended to sample work-related communication that you engaged
in today. This may well be an unusual day for you, and your communication today may
not be at all typical. We will sample again on a number of occasions and, therefore,
please do not be concerned that today's survey does not capture your typical
communication patterns.
x = faxE = Email
Later, we will aggregate the data at a group or department level. Individual responses
will not be seen by anyone within AMP. The data will be seen only by a small group at
MIT. The aggregate analyses and results will be made available to all who participate.
In answering the questionnaire, please think back over all your activities today. If you
communicated with anyone about a MICTOR related matter today, please circle the
appropriate names. Please indicate the medium you used to communicate with each
person by circling the appropriate capitalized letter adjacent the name. Also indicate the
direction of communication flow by circling the number on the relative scale that
represents whether the information conveyed was primarily required by yourself (1),
equally beneficial (4), by the other person (7), or some number in between.
Medium Le~end
F = Face to Face T = Telephone
Direction of Communication Le~end
Info required by yourself Info jointly required
other person
Info required by
1------------ 2---------- 3----------4----------- 5-----------6-------- ---7
1----2----3----4----5----6----7
1----2----3----4----5----6---- 7
1----2----3----4----5----6----7
1----2----3----4----5----6----7
1----2----3----4----5----6----7
1----2----3----4----5----6----7
Name:
Mana~ement:
VP Strategic Bus. E F T X
AMP Facilitator E F T X
Exec. Dir. Tech. E F T X
Strate~ic Business Products:
OM AMP Intercon. E F T X
Product Manager E F T X
Dev. Eng. Test E F T X
Date: _ Dept: _
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Dev. Eng. Customer E F T X 1----2----3----4----5----6----7
Designer E F T X 1----2----3----4----5----6----7
Technical Specialist E F T X 1----2----3----4----5----6----7
Dev. Eng. Vendor E F T X 1----2----3----4----5----6----7
Stampin~ Technolo~:
Asst. Dir. Stamping E F T X 1----2----3----4----5----6----7
Sr. Project Eng. E F T X 1----2----3----4----5----6----7
Moldin~ Technolo~y:
Manager Mold Tech. E F T X 1----2----3----4----5----6----7
Sr. Project Eng. E F T X 1----2----3----4----5----6----7
Manager Poly Mold E F T X 1----2----3----4----5----6----7
Platin~ Technolo~y:
Dir. Plating Tech. E F T X 1----2----3----4----5----6----7
Technolo~ Benchmark Facility:
Asst. Director TBF E F T X 1----2----3----4----5----6----7
Mfg. Manager TBF E F T X 1----2----3----4----5----6----7
Mfg. Eng. Molding E F T X 1----2----3----4----5----6---- 7
Mfg. Eng. Stamping E F T X 1----2----3----4----5----6----7
Other:
E F T X 1----2---- 3----4---- 5----6---- 7
E F T X 1----2----3----4----5----6---- 7
E F T X 1----2----3----4----5----6----7
E F T X 1----2----3----4----5----6----7
E F T X 1----2---- 3----4---- 5----6---- 7
E F T X 1----2----3----4----5----6----7
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APPENDIX C: PROJECT PAMPHLET
This pamphlet was created to describe the project to all of the product
development team members. It served to inform project members about the purpose of
the project, and to describe how they would be involved. The pamphlet was distributed
to all team members three weeks before the initiation of data collection.
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AM]?
INCORPORATED
EVALUATING
ORGANIZATION AND
COMMUNICATION IN
THE PRODUCT
DEVELOPMENT
PROCESS
A Joint Research Project
Involving the Mictor Product
Development Team and the
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology
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1Increasing Complexity of the
As AMP is well aware, the process of simultaneous
engineering and design for manufacturing creates
complexity in the product development process. While it
is desirable to utilize these concepts to speed quality
products to market, the resulting complexity in
communicating and managing these tasks can cause
unwanted setbacks. In an ever increasing worldwide
economy, it is no longer possible nor desirable to design
and manufacture products in the same building, or even
the same continent. The methods used to sequence design
tasks, organize groups conducting product development,
and the resulting flow of information wi thin the
organiztion, has great impact on the success of the
man ufacturer.
?k. .......... .......
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2Purpose of the
t
One area of interest at the M.LT. Sloan School of
Management is to build better products faster.
Conducting multinational product development,
designing products in one locality, manufacturing in
another region, and selling in yet another, makes the
process of bringing products to market more complex.
Combined with the increasing rate of technological
innovation and the competitive environment in which
consumers expect easy access to high quality products,
this area has received significant attention by
manufacturers worldwide. Since AMPis engaged in cross
regional product development and interested in reducing
product development lead time, a joint research project
focusing on organization and communication for
improved product development is a great opportunity.
The purpose of this joint project is to use some tools
developed at M.I.T. to study aspects of the resulting
complexity of the product development process. The goal
will be to work with the Mictor product development team
to apply these tools, test hypotheses, and develop and
implement techniques to develop better products faster.
This will involve developing models to sequence design
tasks and measure the flow of information during specific
phases of Mictor product development. A close working
relationship between team members will be necessary to
gain accurate information.
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...J To Better Understand:
• The patterns of communication that exist and the
complexities of AMP'srequirements.
• The effectiveness of communication tools.
• The effect of organizational designs on the patterns
of communication and the product introduction
process .
...J To improve communications in Design Projects:
• Bycomparing PRESCRIBEDcommunication to the
EXISTINGcommunication.
• Through exploring and developing techniques to
improve the critical infonnation flows.
...J To improve AMP'sproduct introduction process:
• Bymore effectively conducting concurrent
engineering through reducing the complexity of
interdependent tasks.
To validate developmental tools for improved
management of concurrent engineering projects.
To test the effectiveness of schemes intended to
bridge groups dispersed geographically.
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In order to work in collaboration with M.1.T. and to
map the flow of information that exists in the Mictor
organization, the project will consist of four phases:
1. Developing and using the Design Structure Matrix
(DSM) to map the required design tasks and to define
the flow of information that should exist within the
organization. This will involve interviewing project
managers and engineers about the job functions and
deliverables.
2. Monitoring the actual flow of information through
polling team members with questionnaires and
creating a Communication Netgraph. Team members
will be asked to record their information contacts and
submit them for analysis. In this manner a
Communication Netgraph can be created which is
useful in understanding important communication
linkages within an organization.
3. In this phase the Design Structure Matrix and
Communication Netgraph will be compared and
analyzed. In order to accomplish this, a mapping
between the DSMand Communication Netgraph will be
created to more fully understand the complexities of
the information flow.
4. The final phase will involve analysis of the
mappings and development of a set of
recommendations for improving the product
development process through enhanced management
and communication. For this phase team members may
be called upon to answer questions involving the data
they have submitted earlier in the project.
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Description of the
Design Structure Matrix
Concurrent or Simultaneous Design Task.
IProduct DesltlR I
I SIal_dOll I
, ProcIUcUOIl Testlq~_1-----------~Decrease Time to Market
As design managers implement concurrent engineering to
decrease product development time, products can be
introduced in the marketplace faster which may mean the
difference between success or failure in the highly
competitive global economy. The resulting complexity of
overlapping design tasks can make the product
development process more difficult, potentially taking
even greater time to complete.
The Design Structure Matrix (DSM) has been proposed to
more efficiently sequence concurrent engineering design
tasks. Other program management tools such as the critical
path method have proven useful in sequencing tasks that
are either accomplished in parallel (done at the same time
but not requiring shared information) or in series (done
sequentially passing needed information to the next task).
What makes the management of overlapping tasks the most
difficult is what other methods do not model accurately,
that is the sequencing of interdependent tasks (those tasks
done at the same time but requiring information from each
other). The DSMcan more efficiently sequence complex
interdependent tasks often incurred in concurrent
engineering product development projects.
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6Deslln Tasks for an Electromechanical Component
A B C D E F G
,, I I
Cas .... Deslp A X X I II I
UabdD. Details B X X I II I
WlrIq Layout C X X X I X II I
Flnt Prototype D X X X II
Prototype TadD. E X , I, I,
WlrlDI aevllJoa F ------~.-t-_!: tx ISecoad ProIDt;ype G ,
The above is an example of seven tasks (lettered A-G)
required for the development of an electro-mechanical
component. An Xappears in the matrix whenever there is
an information linkage between tasks. For example,
completion of task G requires information from task 0, F,
and G. Reading across a row indicates where the input
from a task must come from; reading down a column
indicates where the output of a task must go .
The object is to ~esequence tasks, represented by rows and
columns in the matrix, so that the information required by
a task is available when it is time to perform the task. In
this example resequencing tasks has resulted in reduction
of product development lead time from approximately 6
months to 5 weeks. In many cases marks above the
diagonal result, which indicates that information feedback
is required for a task initiated earlier. This method has
been applied to projects in the automobile industry and
other electronic manufacturing firms.
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Team 1 Team 2
The communication relation-
ships that exist between members
of an organization can be
recorded and studied. The fre-
quency, intensity of com-
munication, and linkages within
an organization directly affect the
performance of a team. Com-
munication Networks have been
used to show the communication
linkages between individuals in a
group. In order to represent
communication linkages within
an organization more clearly, the
Communication Netgraph has
been developed. The Commun-
ication Netgraph is a symmetric
matrix represen tation of the
communication linkages between
individuals. A black mark
indicates that an individual has a
communication with the other
individual(s) indicated.
1
2
-
Communication
NelWork.s
Communication
Nettrraoh
The Communication Netgraph can be manipulated to
reveal prevalent patterns of communication within the
organization. The columns and rows can be manipulated
in a variety of ways to reveal the linkages within and
between groups. In this way, important patterns of
communication can be realized. With this information
recommendations can be made for retaining linkages or
improving them. The Communication Netgraph has been
applied to organizations for research purposes and also to
aid the process of organizational redesign.
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Creating a Mapping Between the DSM
andJhe Communication ~tgrallh:
A8CDI'G
: '~.:C X
D • X. ,
• XX ~
G X XI!1
\.
Communication Neteraph
Team 1 Team 2
The DSM is a technique applied to improve the
coordination of simultaneous engineering tasks and it
prescribes the flow of information that would take place
within an organization. The Communication Netgraph
measures and records the existing patterns of
communication as the design team completes product
development. Applying these tools to the Mictor project
will generate recommendations for improved project
management. Creating a mapping between the two
frameworks will enable M.I.T. to further refine tools and
provide some further insights into organizational design.
By knowing the prescribed and existing flow of
information, insights into the product development
process can be made.
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What Will be Asked of the
1. Compl&t1ng Weekly Ouestionna~:
9
Gathering the data for the Communication Netgraph
involves full participation of all the team members. A
questionnaire will be distributed weekly that will
require a response by each team member. The
questionnaire will allow you to indicate who on a
particular day you communicated with and what form
of communication took place, whether it was by
phone, fax, email, etc. The questionnaire will be
distributed at the beginning of the chosen day that
week and collected at the end of the day. All important
and relevant information either needed by you or
another person on the team will be indicated on the
questionnaire. Completing the questionnaire timely
and accurately is critical to obtaining useful results.
Completing the
ques tionnaire
should take
approximately
ten minutes a
week. QJJestion-
naires will be
required from
approximately
the middle of
January until
the end of
March, 1993.
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2. Answerini Questjons abmLt Your lob:
Initially an interviewer will visit all Mictor team members
and explain the purpose, mechanism for routine data
collection, and the role the team member can play in the
research project. QJJestions will initially be asked to
document what has occured in the project so far. In
order to obtain accurate information for the DSM,project
team members may be asked for input on their
responsibilities. This will be required to fully map the
product development task interdepedencies. Information
will be obtained from project management tools and also
through interviews with project team members. This can
be conducted over the phone and preferably in person.
QJJestions may pertain to who or what group you give
information to, or from whom do you require information,
and what are the deliverables from your work.
After the majority of the data collection is complete,
researchers may find it necessary to conduct some
questioning around March 1993. This questioning may
involve the nature of the work that has been recently
accomplished. This remains a possibility to clarify
information gathered in the DSM or Communication
Netgraph data gathering stages...
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What is the Time
Communication Netgraph
Data Collection
~ ~
Create Mapping
and Perform Analysis
~~
Develop Solutions
Documentation
Dec
'92
Jan
'93
Feb
'93
Mar
'93
Apr
'93
May
'93
Jun
'93
The Mictor joint research project will last until June 1993.
The majority of the data collection will take place between
the beginning of January and the end of March, 1993.
Subsequent analysis, questioning and implementation of
recommendations will take place primarily from April to
June. Final recommendations and documentation will be
complete in May with presentations at AMP in June. The
work put into this project, and the results and
recommendations will be used to validate what AMP does
well and improve tools and techniques for future product
development tasks.
AMP
Incorporated
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M.LT.
Sloan
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AMP;
Tom Davis
Technology Benchmark
Facility
Bldg 58 Box 1
Harrisburg, PA 17105
Tel.(717) 558-5877
Fax (717) 558-5866
Iosif Korsunsky
Strategic Product Center
Bldg 140 Box 53
Middletown, PA 17057
Tel.(717) 986-5408
Fax (717) 986-7070
M.I.T.;
Professor Steven Eppinger
Tel. (617) 253-0468
Fax (617) 258-7579
email: eppinger@mit.edu
Professor Thomas J. Allen
Tel. (617) 253-6651
Fax (617) 253-2660
email: tallen@sloan.mit.edu
Varghese George
Tel. (617) 253-2430
Fax (61 7) 253-4424
email: vgeorge@athena.mit.edu
Mark Morelli
Tel. (617) 577-0047
Fax (617) 258-7579
email: mmorelli@sloan.mit.edu
MIT Sloan School of Management
50 Memorial Drive
Cambridge, MA 02139
AMP
Incorporated
M.I.T.
Sloan
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Alfred P. Sloan School of Management
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
SOMemorial Drive
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
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APPENDIX D: ACTUAL COMMUNICATION DATA
This appendix contains two types of communication information obtained from
project team members through weekly questionnaires. The frrst type of information is a
one page summary which identifies characteristics of each team member. The second
form of communication information consists of aggregated weekly communication
information that indicates whom is speaking with whom by medium, the communication
frequency, and the directionality of information flow. NA in the data sets represents no
communication took place. For those filling out questionnaires but indicating no
communication on the project on that day, no entry in the data set was required.
Appendix B shows a copy of a questionnaire used to obtain this information from project
team members.
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MICTOR Team Characteristic Data:
ID# Location Division Department Function Specialty
1 2801 Full. Rd Technology Stamping Tech Manager Manager
2 2801 Full. Rd Technology Contact Physics Engineer Materials Eng.
3 290 1Full. Rd Strategic Bus. MICfOR Group Designer Drafting/Des.
4 2801 Full. Rd Technology Stamping Tech Engineer Stamp. Design
5 425 Prince St Technology Molding Tech Manager Manager
6 NA NA NA NA NA
7 2901 Full. Rd Technology Stamping Tech Technician WireEDM
8 NA NA NA NA NA
9 Customer 1 Customer 1 Customer 1 Customer 1 Customer 1
10 loo-38th St Technology TBF Manager Manager
11 290 1 Full. Rd Technology Stamping Tech Technician WireEDM
12 2901Full. Rd Strategic Bus. MICfOR Group Technician Machining
13 2901 Full. Rd Corporate Corporate Engineer Product Des.
14 2901 Full. Rd Strategic Bus. Finance Controller Finance
15 NA NA NA NA NA
16 2901 Full. Rd Strategic Bus. MICfOR Group Engineer Vendor
17 2801 Full. Rd Corporate Interconnect Bus. Manager Manager
18 2901 Full. Rd Strategic Bus. Strategic Bus. Manager Manager
19 425 Prince St Technology Molding Tech Engineer Mold Design
20 425 Prince St Technology Stamping Tech Engineer Stamp. Design
21 2801 Full. Rd Technology Stamping Tech Designer Stamp. Design
22 Glenrock Technology Molding Tech Manager Manager
23 2801 Full. Rd Strategic Bus. Strategic Bus. Manager Manager
24 2901 Full. Rd Strategic Bus. MICfOR Group Engineer Prod. Testing
25 2901 Full. Rd Technology Packaging Tech Engineer Packaging
26 2901 Full. Rd Strategic Bus. MICfOR Group Prod. Mgr. Product Des.
27 2100 Pax St Technology Prod. Testing .Engineer Materials Eng.
28 NA NA NA NA NA
29 NA NA NA NA NA
30 Vendor 1 Vendor 1 Molding Tech Vendor 1 Mold Design
31 2100 Pax St Technology Prod. Testing Manager Manager
32 2801 Full. Rd Technology Technology Manager Manager
33 Vendor 2 Vendor 2 Stamping Tech Vendor 2 Stamp. Design
34 loo-38th St Technology TBF Engineer Manufacturing
35 Vendor 3 Vendor 3 Vendor 3 Board Inter. Tool Design
36 Glenrock Technology Molding Tech Technician Mold Design
37 tOO-38thSt Technology TBF Engineer Mold Design
38 290 1 Full. Rd Technology Plating Tech Manager Manager
39 Customer 2 Customer 2 Customer 2 Customer 2 Customer 2
40 2801 Full. Rd Technology Stamping Tech Technician WireEDM
41 2100 Pax St Technology Prod. Testing Engineer Prod. Testing
42 290 1 Full. Rd Strategic Bus. MICfOR Group Engineer Customer
43 290 1 Full. Rd Strategic Bus. MICfOR Group Marketing Marketing
44 2801 Full. Rd Technology Stamping Tech Technician WireEDM
45 2801 Full. Rd Corporate Finance Manager Manager
46 Vendor 4 Vendor 4 Vendor 4 Vendor 4 Vendor 4
47 loo-38th St Technology TBF Engineer Integration
48 Customer 3 Customer 3 Customer 3 Customer 3 Customer 3
End
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Weekly Communication Data:
Date-> January 27,1993
Face to
Communicator Communicatee ~ Phone EM Email Direction
3 24 1 NA NA NA 4
3 12 1 NA NA NA 7
3 42 1 NA NA NA 4
3 16 1 NA NA NA 6
3 20 NA 1 NA NA 7
5 30 NA 1 NA NA 1
4 16 1 NA NA NA 7
12 13 1 NA NA NA 6
12 26 1 NA NA NA 4
12 24 1 NA NA NA 4
12 3 1 NA NA NA 1
12 16 1 NA NA NA 4
12 38 1 NA NA NA 6
16 42 1 NA NA NA 3
16 3 1 NA NA NA 3
16 12 1 1 NA NA 7
16 19 NA 1 NA NA 3
16 37 NA 1 NA NA 3
16 21 1 1 NA NA 2
23 13 1 NA NA NA 4
23 32 NA 1 NA NA 2
24 26 1 NA NA NA 4
24 42 1 NA NA NA 4
24 3 1 NA NA NA 3
24 12 1 NA NA NA 2
26 18 1 NA NA NA 1
26 13 1 NA NA NA 2
26 24 1 NA NA NA 2
26 42 1 NA NA NA 2
26 3 1 NA NA NA 2
26 12 1 NA NA NA 2
26 16 1 NA NA NA 1
26 38 1 NA NA NA 6
26 9 NA NA 1 NA 6
26 45 NA 1 NA NA 5
37 16 NA 1 NA NA 6
38 18 1 NA NA NA 4
38 26 1 NA NA NA 5
42 26 1 NA NA NA 4
42 24 1 NA NA NA 4
42 3 1 NA NA NA 5
42 16 1 NA NA NA 4
End
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Date-> January 29,1993
Face to
Communicator Communicatee ~ Phone EM Email Direction
1 32 1 NA NA NA 1
3 24 1 NA NA NA 5
3 42 1 NA NA NA 2
3 16 1 NA NA NA 2
3 26 1 NA NA NA 4
5 26 1 NA NA NA 4
5 19 1 NA NA NA 4
5 22 NA 1 NA NA 4
16 26 1 NA NA NA 3
16 24 1 NA NA NA 6
16 42 1 NA NA NA 4
16 3 1 NA NA NA 4
16 21 NA 1 NA NA 3
16 33 NA 1 NA NA 3
19 16 NA 1 NA NA 7
19 5 1 NA NA NA 4
19 46 NA NA 1 NA 4
24 26 1 NA NA NA 4
24 42 1 NA NA NA 7
24 16 1 NA NA NA 4
24 2 1 NA NA NA 1
24 44 1 NA NA NA 5
24 29 NA 1 NA NA 4
26 13 1 NA NA NA 1
26 42 1 NA NA NA 4
26 3 1 NA NA NA 4
26 16 1 NA NA NA 1
26 8 NA 1 NA NA 6
26 15 1 NA NA NA 6
42 26 1 NA NA NA 5
42 24 1 NA NA NA 1
42 3 1 NA NA NA 5
42 16 1 NA NA NA 4
End
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Date-> February9,1993
Faceto
Communicator Communicatee ~ Phone EM Email Direction
1 4 1 NA NA NA 4
1 21 1 NA NA NA 4
3 42 1 NA NA NA 1
4 21 1 NA NA NA 2
4 11 1 NA NA NA 4
12 13 1 NA NA NA 4
12 26 1 NA NA NA 5
12 24 1 NA NA NA 6
12 42 1 NA NA NA 4
12 3 1 NA NA NA 3
12 16 1 NA NA NA 5
16 13 1 NA NA NA 2
16 26 1 NA NA NA 3
16 24 1 NA NA NA 4
16 42 1 NA NA NA 4
16 3 1 NA NA NA 2
16 12 1 NA NA NA 4
19 26 1 NA NA NA 3
19 16 1 NA NA NA 4
23 26 NA 1 NA NA 4
23 1 1 NA NA NA 3
23 4 1 NA NA NA 3
24 26 1 NA NA NA 4
24 42 1 NA NA NA 6
24 16 1 NA NA NA 4
24 12 1 NA NA NA 6
24 25 1 NA NA NA 1
26 13 1 NA NA NA 2
26 23 NA 1 NA NA 2
26 24 1 NA NA NA 1
26 42 1 NA NA NA 1
26 3 1 NA NA NA 1
26 16 1 NA NA NA 1
26 12 1 NA NA NA 1
26 4 NA 1 NA NA 2
26 14 1 NA NA NA 1
42 26 1 NA NA NA 4
42 12 1 NA NA NA 4
42 3 1 NA NA NA 6
42 16 1 NA NA NA 4
End
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Date-> February 12, 1993
Face to
Communicator Communicatee BG Phone m Email Direction
1 21 1 NA NA NA 5
3 24 1 NA NA NA 6
3 42 1 NA NA NA 4
3 16 1 NA NA NA 3
3 26 1 NA NA NA 2
4 11 1 NA NA NA 3
4 21 1 NA NA NA 5
4 20 1 NA NA NA 4
4 40 1 NA NA NA 3
5 26 1 NA NA NA 4
5 19 NA 1 NA NA 4
5 22 NA 1 NA NA 4
10 18 1 NA NA NA 4
12 13 1 NA NA NA 7
12 26 1 NA NA NA 4
12 24 1 NA NA NA 4
12 42 1 NA NA NA 4
12 3 1 NA NA NA 1
12 16 1 NA NA NA 5
12 4 NA 1 NA NA 1
16 26 1 NA NA NA 3
16 24 1 NA NA NA 2
16 42 1 NA NA NA 3
16 3 1 NA NA NA 4
16 12 1 NA NA NA 3
16 4 1 NA NA NA 6
16 21 1 NA NA NA 6
16 20 1 NA NA NA 6
19 16 NA 1 NA NA 2
19 46 NA 1 NA NA 4
22 5 NA NA 1 NA 4
23 45 1 NA NA NA 1
24 26 1 NA NA NA 4
24 3 1 NA NA NA 2
24 12 1 NA NA NA 2
24 16 1 NA NA NA 7
24 27 1 NA NA NA 6
26 24 1 NA NA NA 2
26 42 1 NA NA NA 2
26 3 1 NA NA NA 2
26 16 1 NA NA NA 2
26 5 1 NA NA NA 6
26 27 1 NA NA NA 6
42 26 1 NA NA NA 4
42 3 1 NA NA NA 4
42 12 1 NA NA NA 4
42 16 1 NA NA NA 4
END
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Date-> February 18,1993
Faceto
Communicator Communicatee ~ Phone EM Email Direction
1 21 1 NA NA NA 4
3 24 1 NA NA NA 4
3 16 1 NA NA NA 4
3 20 NA 1 NA NA 7
4 16 1 1 NA NA 2
4 7 1 NA NA NA 4
4 40 1 NA NA NA 4
16 26 1 NA NA NA 6
16 24 1 NA NA NA 6
16 42 1 NA NA NA 4
16 3 1 NA NA NA 6
16 4 1 1 NA NA 2
16 10 NA NA 1 NA 2
16 37 1 1 NA NA 2
16 21 1 NA NA NA 2
23 13 NA 1 NA NA 3
23 32 1 NA NA NA 3
24 26 1 NA NA NA 4
24 42 1 NA NA NA 4
24 3 1 NA NA NA 4
24 16 1 NA NA NA 2
24 37 1 NA NA NA 1
24 27 1 NA NA NA 4
24 31 1 NA NA NA 1
24 41 1 NA NA NA 1
24 25 1 NA NA NA 4
24 2 NA 1 NA NA 1
26 24 1 NA NA NA 2
26 42 1 NA NA NA 2
26 3 1 NA NA NA 2
26 16 1 NA NA NA 2
26 38 1 NA NA NA 1
38 26 1 1 NA NA 4
42 26 1 NA NA NA 4
42 24 1 NA NA NA 5
42 3 1 NA NA NA 4
42 16 1 NA NA NA 3
End
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Date-> February 24, 1993
Face to
Communicator Communicatee fiG Phone EM Email Direction
1 4 1 NA NA NA 4
3 26 1 NA NA NA 4
3 42 1 NA NA NA 4
3 12 1 NA NA NA 1
3 16 1 NA NA NA 4
4 42 1 NA NA NA 4
4 16 NA 1 NA NA 5
4 1 1 NA NA NA 3
12 26 1 NA NA NA 6
12 24 1 NA NA NA 4
12 3 1 NA NA NA 6
12 16 1 NA NA NA 1
16 26 1 NA NA NA 4
16 24 1 NA NA NA 4
16 42 1 NA NA NA 4
16 3 1 NA NA NA 5
16 12 1 NA NA NA 6
16 4 1 1 NA NA 2
24 26 1 NA NA NA 4
24 42 1 NA NA NA 7
24 3 1 NA NA NA 7
24 12 1 NA NA NA 1
24 16 1 NA NA NA 4
24 25 1 NA NA NA 2
24 27 NA 1 NA NA 4
26 42 1 NA NA NA 2
26 3 1 NA NA NA 2
26 12 1 NA NA NA 2
26 16 1 NA NA NA 2
38 26 1 NA NA NA 5
42 26 I NA NA NA 4
42 24 1 NA NA NA 2
42 3 1 NA NA NA 4
42 16 1 NA NA NA 4
End
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Date-> March 3t1993
Faceto
Communicator Communicatee EiG Phone EM Email Direction
3 24 1 NA NA NA 2
3 12 NA 1 NA NA 4
3 16 1 NA NA NA 2
4 16 1 1 NA NA 6
4 11 1 NA NA NA 2
4 7 1 NA NA NA 2
5 26 1 NA NA NA 4
5 42 1 NA NA NA 4
5 16 1 NA NA NA 4
10 47 1 NA NA NA 4
10 34 1 NA NA NA 4
12 24 1 NA NA NA 4
12 3 1 1 NA NA 4
12 16 1 1 NA NA 2
16 26 1 NA NA NA 5
16 24 1 NA NA NA 4
16 42 1 NA NA NA 4
16 3 1 NA NA NA 3
16 12 1 NA NA NA 6
16 4 NA 1 1 NA 2
16 19 NA 1 NA NA 4
16 38 NA 1 NA NA 2
16 46 NA 1 NA NA 3
23 17 1 NA NA NA 6
24 26 1 NA NA NA 1
24 42 1 NA NA NA 4
24 12 1 NA NA NA 4
24 16 1 NA NA NA 4
26 13 1 NA NA NA 2
26 24 1 NA NA NA 2
26 42 1 NA NA NA 2
26 3 1 NA NA NA 2
26 16 1 NA NA NA 2
26 5 1 NA NA NA 3
42 26 1 NA NA NA 4
42 24 1 NA NA NA 4
42 12 1 NA NA NA 4
42 16 1 NA NA NA 4
End
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Date-> March 8,1993
Face to
Communicator Communicatee BG Phone EM Email Direction
3 24 1 NA NA NA 3
3 42 1 NA NA NA 3
3 16 1 NA NA NA 4
4 7 1 NA NA NA 2
4 40 1 NA NA NA 2
5 26 NA NA NA 1 7
5 19 NA NA NA 1 7
5 22 NA NA NA 1 7
10 5 NA NA NA 1 4
12 24 1 NA NA NA 5
12 42 1 NA NA NA 6
12 16 1 NA NA NA 3
16 26 1 NA NA NA 2
16 42 1 NA NA NA 3
16 3 1 NA NA NA 4
16 38 NA 1 NA NA 2
16 21 1 NA NA NA 2
16 46 NA 1 NA NA 2
22 5 NA NA NA 1 4
24 26 1 NA NA NA 4
24 12 1 NA NA NA 4
24 25 1 NA NA NA 4
24 28 NA 1 NA NA 1
24 6 1 NA NA NA 1
26 13 1 NA NA NA 2
26 24 1 NA NA NA 2
26 42 1 NA NA NA 2
26 3 1 NA NA NA 2
26 12 1 NA NA NA 2
26 16 1 NA NA NA 2
26 43 1 NA NA NA 2
38 26 1 NA NA NA 4
38 16 1 NA NA NA 4
42 26 1 NA NA NA 4
42 24 1 NA NA NA 3
42 3 1 NA NA NA 5
42 16 1 NA NA NA 4
42 46 NA 1 NA NA 6
47 5 NA NA 1 NA 4
End
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Date-> March 18,1993
Face to
Communicator Communicatee fiG Phone m Email Direction
3 24 1 NA NA NA 4
3 42 1 NA NA NA 2
3 16 1 NA NA NA 4
12 16 1 NA NA NA 3
12 24 1 NA NA NA 4
16 24 1 NA NA NA 4
16 42 1 NA NA NA 4
16 3 1 NA NA NA 4
16 12 1 NA NA NA 4
16 30 NA 1 NA NA 2
16 33 NA 1 NA NA 4
16 3S NA 1 NA NA 4
24 42 1 NA NA NA 4
24 12 1 NA NA NA 1
24 3 1 NA NA NA 4
24 16 NA 1 NA NA 4
38 26 1 NA NA NA 4
38 16 1 NA NA NA 4
42 24 I NA NA NA 4
42 3 1 NA NA NA 4
42 16 1 NA NA NA 4
J:;nrl
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Date-> March 22, 1993
Face to
Communicator Communicatee BG Phone EM Email Direction
3 26 1 NA NA NA 4
3 12 1 NA NA NA 7
3 12 NA 1 NA NA 7
3 42 1 NA NA NA 2
3 16 1 NA NA NA 4
12 24 1 NA NA NA 6
12 3 1 NA NA NA 3
12 16 1 NA NA NA 4
12 16 NA 1 NA NA 4
16 26 1 NA NA NA 3
16 42 1 NA NA NA 4
16 3 1 NA NA NA 4
16 24 1 NA NA NA 3
16 12 1 NA NA NA 4
16 30 NA 1 NA NA 2
16 33 NA 1 NA NA 2
24 26 1 NA NA NA 4
24 12 1 NA NA NA 4
24 42 1 NA NA NA 1
24 3 1 NA NA NA 4
24 16 1 NA NA NA 4
24 35 1 NA NA NA 1
26 13 1 NA NA NA 2
26 24 1 NA NA NA 2
26 42 1 NA NA NA 2
26 3 1 NA NA NA 2
26 12 1 NA NA NA 2
26 16 1 NA NA NA 2
26 30 NA 1 NA NA 6
26 30 NA 1 NA NA 5
42 26 1 NA NA NA 4
42 24 1 NA NA NA 4
42 3 1 NA NA NA 2
42 16 1 NA NA NA 4
42 12 1 NA NA NA 4
End
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Date-> April1,1993
Face to
Communicator Communicatee fiG Phone m Email Direction
3 26 1 NA NA NA 3
3 42 1 NA NA NA 1
3 16 1 NA NA NA 2
16 26 1 NA NA NA 3
16 42 1 NA NA NA 3
16 3 1 NA NA NA 4
16 12 1 NA NA NA 4
16 24 1 NA NA NA 3
16 30 NA 1 NA NA 3
16 33 NA 1 NA NA 3
19 22 1 NA NA NA 3
19 36 NA 1 NA NA 4
19 46 NA 1 NA NA 1
24 26 1 NA NA NA 4
24 12 1 NA NA NA 4
24 42 1 NA NA NA 6
24 3 1 NA NA NA 4
24 16 1 NA NA NA 1
24 35 NA 1 NA NA 4
24 39 NA 1 NA NA 4
42 26 1 NA NA NA 4
42 24 1 NA NA NA 4
42 3 1 NA NA NA 4
42 16 1 NA NA NA 4
42 48 NA 1 NA NA 4
End
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